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A Tragedy

Fiom the Santa Fe New Mexican
getthe following:
"A wedding was solemnized at the
Presbyterian Manse on Saturday af- trnooat :3 clock, when Miss
was
Willie L. Day of Moriarity, N.
united in marriage to Homer T. Parks
oí, Roy,;
1L The Rev. J. Willis
Hamblia officiated using the ring ser
vice."
These young people are well known
here and among the most useful and
popular citizens.
Miss Day has been a successful
teacher here in the Liberty, Brand
and Pleasant View districts and is a
most charming as well as efficient
young schoolma'am, who has won the
hearts of the whole community.
Mr. Parks is a young homesteader
who has been with us for nine years
fighting the battles of the pioneers on
this mesa. He spent two yeara in
France in the army,x returning with
the rank of Sergeant and is now manager and expert tractioneer on the big
farm of Jas.'. Christman, with whom
he has been associated for several
years.
Plans are under way for a big reception for them at the Jas. Christ-ma- n
home next Sunday at which all
their friends will be welcome and expected.
.
They are spending the initial days
of their honeymoon at the brides' home
and in and near Santa Fe.

iter-in-la-

dergone an eperatión at the Flumlee
"Hoapiial, and is recovering: under the
care of the Doctor and his nurses. ...
Urs. Woodard is bravely striving to
overcome the mental anguish of the
.tragedy which cost them the life of
their eldest son, Joel, aged 13 years,
4ast week.
Joel was playing with number of
Bchoolmates when Guy Spence, 6 boy
which
of 14 years, pointed a
was thought to be useless, at him and
22-rif- le

discharged it, the bullet piercing his
heart and death following in a few
moments.
The boys had attended a serial picture at the movies and were playing
e
a
gun
with wooden
game inspired by the picture they had
;geen on the screen. To make it more
realistic the boy found the discarded
usual, wasn't loaded
weapon which,
the result, tragedy for two homes.
The Woodards were long residents
of Solano where he was section foreman for years, They went to Tucum-ca- ri
last year the better to school the
Mr. Woodard is now in
children.
charge of a section at Montoya.
No personal blame is attached to
anyone for the tragedy and the boy
who held the fatal gun and his parents have sympathy equal with the
parents of the victimi
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y C. Reed, a yourj soldlis been visiting at the
llamona Tros. ranch, left Tuesday for Chicago. He secured a
Er.iisisetory adjustment of his
compensation-'..thru th A.R.C.
ILrr.e Service and appreciates it.
SI--

FOR DEMOCRATIC.

STATE CONVENTION
A state democratic convention Í3
hereby called to be held in the city of
Ros well, N. M., on the 3rd day of
June, 1920, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon foi the purpose of electing six
deloffates and six alternates to represent the state of New Mexico at
the democratic national convention to
be held in the city of San Francisco,
California, on June 28, 1920.
The chairman of the county central
committtee of each county is hereby
authorized and requested to eII a
county convention or arrange for primary elections in his county, for the
purpose of selecting delegates to. the
state convention, which shall not be
meeting of the state conventions mad
he is further authorized to call a primary in each precinct for the selection
of delegates to such county delegate
convention. Chairman shall designate
the number of delegates to be- sent by
each precinct primary to said county
delegate convention and to invite II
persona of legal voting age to take
part in such primaries who may wish
to do so regardless of past party af.
filiations and who may wish to support the principles of the democratic
party.
'Proxies of delegates to the state
convention will not be recognized except when held by persons who are
residents of the county from which

.,
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Choice homes on

UJ Men.SeeLEHMER DUNN

GET YOUR CAR LICENSE
The I.O.O.Fi of Roy are up on
Automobile
ara hereby Warn
their toes for the biggest event ed cars drivenowners
without 1920 license
in their history, the instituting tag are liable to a Sae of $2$ to $100
of an Encampment with 46 char- This penalty will be enforced and the
officers
the law hd much rather you
ter members The Grand Officers would of
get your license, than pinch
will come with the Degree Team you for not having it
F. L. SCHULTZ
from Clayton and delegations
Deputy Sheriff of Mora County.
from Raton, Tucumcari and other
towns are expected.
I have listed a number of choice
Arrangements are made for a
farms for sale near Roy.
big banquet at the new Ideal Bathe delegate-elec- t
was chosen.
Glad to show them to you.
Pursuant to instructions as adopted
kery. The greatest worry is to
'
Lehmer Dunn. by the democratic state central comfind rooms and beds for all the
mittee women delegates may be electM. C. Weisdorfer, a brother of John
Roy is to be treated to a Carnival.
to attend county and state convenWeisdorfer, was here from Brighton, guests. They would appreciate
ed
. It ia plain that these blood and thunColorado for ten days visiting rela- it if you will volunteer to enter See the adv. in this issue. We trust tions and entitled to. all the privileges
.
this one will bring only entertain- lijieieui.
der, dime novel tragedies which are tives, leaving last Monday.
tain some of them.
ment and leave Us with a little spendA meeting of the democratic state
so common on the movies screen tomake-believ-

day are popular else why the crowded
house t very presentation of them,
but it is to be hoped a cleaner, more
wholesome and less dangerous sort of
entertainment will soon be demanded.
stage drama was someThe
times questionable but the movie is
more potent in its power to make impressions on childish minds ar.d much
that is injurious gets to young minds
through the eyes from the scretn.
old-sty- le
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THE WAY OF A MAN
WITH
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ing money, and not many regrets.

A

MAID

J. Floersheim and wife will go
Want to buy a farm?
Sunday, to Hot Springs, , Texas,
Let me show you.
where Mrs.F.will take treatment
'
LEHMER DUNN.
.
for some time before going on to
California for the summer.
Mr.
Bill Weisdorfer and wife were callFloersheim will go from there to ed to Harris, Kansas, last week by
the Democratic State Convention news of the fatal illness of the lady's
at Róswell June 2d and they will mother. They arrived after her death
but in time for the funeral.
go on from there to San Francis'
'
co.
APPEL Co. has just unpacked
the best COFFEES that Mc
The Floersheim Mercantile Co. LAÜGHLIN Co.. Of Chicago puts
'
has purchased the Trinidad Lu- up for sale See further- - - cero block and will at once begin
Prof. R. S. Trumbull plans to have
remodeling it. The picture show a course of agricultural lectures in
will be moved to the ground floor Roy during the month of May. He
and the second story will be ex- is .arranging with tee State Callege
for an interesting series. It will be
tended to cover the whole build- announced fully later.

He falls in love withj her at first
sight and expects her to do likewise,
no doubt. He flits around among the
other pretty girls in the neighborhood,
but comes back to his first love., Her
father looks on with a frown owing
to his daughter'3 youth, but the young
man has an unlimited amount of
or gall, or somethinganyhow he keeps on going.
The man and maid I am thinking of
is Thurman Case and Allie Hurford.
They have both grown to young man
and young womanhood about six and
eight miles northwest of Mills, New
Mexico, but recently her parents
That did
moved to Erick, Oklahoma.
not daunt Thurman in the least and
last Saturday, April 17, 1920, they
were married at 'the home of the
will live in the
bride's parents.-"The- y
community in which they were raised.
We extend congratulations.
I wonder if he told her o'er and o'er ing and will make it into a big
He loved her and she, alone, he did
hotel. This is one of the . best
adore
I wonder how often he had told that schemes yet devised for a hotel.
.

Miss Hazel Halferty, and Mr. Lewis
Breckenridge, of Mills, were married
in Raton last Saturday. Both are well
known andpopular young people of
the Morfax community and the 'bride
ha3 many friends in Roy who wish her
a. world of happiness.
QUACK CURES FOR
TUBERCULOSIS.

Owing to the large number of people afflicted with tuberculosis who
seek the beneficial effects of the climate of the four states in this Division, this office feels impelled to call
the attention of everybody concerned
to the fact that Red Cross people can
do a real service on behalf of the public health by keeping on the lookout
for quack remedies and warning patients that the safe and proper thing
to do with reference to treatment is
to consult regularly qualified physicians in every instance, and 3teer clear
of these highly advertised remedies
for tuberculosis and other cure-allOne such advertisement has been
called to our attention wherein the advertisers boldly state that they have
no regular medical men on their staff
make no claim to being physicians and
make no attempt at a diagnosis and
that they never sell, administer, or
advise the use of any medicine or drug
and have no treatment on sale. That
they do not treat a patient but the
patient treats himself at home. They
only rent a machine, the uso of this
machine by the patient being" necessary in his treatment, and thatf the
ingredients are furnished without cost
to anyone who may rent one of their
machines.
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I wonder if she ever believed

I wonder
I wonder if he will take her to the

It is rumored Roy is to have a
Republican paper for the coming
I wonder if he will be too tired to go
campaign. That ought to liven
I wonder if she will find it always so
things up a bit. Well try to see
I wonder
I wonder if hell pocket all the "mon" that our side is fairly presented.
I wonder if she will ever see a sum
I wonder if that's the way old Adam
done
The McLaughlin Coffees, Best
R
I wonder
Coffee
"Manor House" Steel-Cu- t
theory
popular
Guaranteed- - - Return if don't
The Recall is not a
in politics but there be those wno seem like
it Per Lb. Can, 65 cents.
to favor applying it unlawfully when
show

conditions don't suit their desires.
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needed addition to our trades.
that a

he would

yeara reliable and faithful
J?or
service has been rendered the Farmers of
the nation by machinery bearing the name of
seventy-eig-

:

ASE

The organization back of this machinery and
the service that is expected are facts to' be'
seriously considered by the purchaser.

The Russel Company
ROY

The Publicity Committee of the
Democratic campaign is at work
uncovering the acts, practices,
graft, incompetence and other
things that voters ought to know
for puclicity thru the Demacrat-i- c
weeklies. A pointer tó repubneed all the palican bosses-Yo- u
pers in the state, not more papers..

tee

ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Chairman
Beall, Secretary.

Byron O.
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for $1. 35c per lb.

Purdin, of Oklahoma City, will
Do you know that more than fiftv read the
in future and finds many
New Mexican men and boys have al familiar names in a sample copy sent
ready been reached by the Salvation him on request.
Army industrial schools and have been
helped to a life of usefulness?
Do you know that the Salvation
Elmer Neill sold his farm of 240
Army makes a dollar go farther than acres a mile west of Roy last week
any like charitable organization on the to Lehmer Dunn for $30.00 per acre,
face of the globe, and the money you with 100 acres of wheat thrown in for
give goes where the most srood can bo good
measure. Elmer made about ten
accomplished?
thousand dollars on wheat last year
but he wants to live in a milder cliMcLaughlin's Bulk Coffee, mate and has gone to El.Paso to look
Roasted, Special Price; 28c lb. at some of their irrigated land with a
view to buying a home there. Mr.
Mrs. J. E. Cruz of Holman, N. Méx.. Dun believes he has got a bargain
Misses Anna and Mary Laumbach of besides a very desirable location and
La Cueva, N. M., sisters of Dan and is well pleased with his new farm.
Pete Laumbach, came to town last The deal was made through the Roy
Thursday on the train. Dan Laum Realty Company.
bach came to town to meet them and
took them home. Misse3 Anna and
Mary Laumbach are going to make
proof on their additional hqmestead
in May. Mrs. Cruz and her. sisters
will visit their relatives while they
are here.
C. R.

S--

Best Coffees
Dr.

-

at APPELS.
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the death of his rival leader, Dr. Shu-le- r,
some months ago, should make
possiuie tne ambition of many citizens
of that COUntV to
onrl
bury the hatchet.
SPECIAL NOTICE

There will be a snecial muetini nf
Roy Post, No. 33 American Legion at
its hall, Roy, N. M. Thursday evening,
MaV 6th for the election of a delegate
to the State Convention.
All members are requested to be
present.
A. N. HANSON, Adj't
D. M. Martinez, of Carvi

ialli,t

Saturday to prevent our stopping his
paper. He was still on the safe side
but its his now for a while imo the
.
future.
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DISTRIBUTION OF TRUCKS TO
MUNICIPALITIES AND STATE,
INSTITUTIONS BY THE
STATE HIGHWAY DEI
PARTMENT
Th.e Kahn Bill recently passed by
Congress and approved by the prti.
dent on March 15", 1920, prcvidei
among other things, the following:
"That any State Highway Department to which is assigned motor propelled vehicles and other equipment
and supplies transferred herein to the
Department of Agriculture may, in
its discretion, arrange for the use of
such vehicles and equipment for the
purpose of constructing or maintain-- ,
fog public highways with any state
agency or municipal corporation at a
fair rental."
In accordance with the above, tho
New Mexico State Hignway Commia .
sion, at its regular quarterly meeting
April 16, 1920, decided to distribute
trucks to Che various municipalities
and state institutions insofar as th
supply of trucks in storage at Lot
Lunas, Las Cruce3, etc., will permit.
The trucks to be distributed will be
on contract and payment of $500.00",
which covers life rental on the truck
or as long as same is in serviceable
condition. The inatitatior renting the
truck to keep same in repair and uso
same in the improvement of public
highways.
The trucks to be distributed include standard makes such as the
Velie, ;
Peerless,
d,

Moore-- ,
Packard, FWD, Pierce-Arroland, etc. Practically all of the trucks
to be distributed are brand new and
each truck is worth several thousand
dollars. It is anticipated that the
Highway Department will be flooded
with applications for these trucks,
therefore it is required that applications each the State Highway Commission, Santa Fe, New Mexico, on or
before May 20th, 1920.
The distribution of these trucks will
no doubt be taken advantage of by
many towns and) institutions for the
improvement of roads, streets, etc., as
the term "public highways' haj a
very broad meaning. This provision
in the Kahn Bill is much more liberal
than the original law covering the
distribution of war department equip
ment. Any county, state agency or
institution or municipality, desiring
a truck or trucks, f,hould bear in
mind, that their applications must ba
in the hands of the Highway Commis-sio- n
before May 20th 'in order that
same may be considered by the Commission and equitable distribution of
trucks available made.
L. A. GILLETT
- .' . State Highway Engineer.
V-

:

.

B. Kohlhausen.- of Ratnn. a
long-tim- e
leader of one of the fac
tions of the Democrats in Colfax counMp.T.&UB'hlin's "Bankers"Steel- - ty, which have so materially aided the
republicans in winning in the State,
Cut Coffee, Price, 60 c, per Lb. died
last week at his home in Raton,
aged 68 years. His death, following

Father Vachon has been host
to a host of friends at the Father's house this week, among his
guests was Rev. Fr. John Massa- rio who is returning to his old
home at Naples, Italy, after an
absence of 12 years. He speaks
Italian, French, Spanish and English with equal fluency. Other
guest3 are, Rev. F'rs Mauricio
A Couturier, of
Jean Joseph,
Springer,
LaVoie,
Dawson, J.B.
Bueyeros.
of
and S. DeKeuwer,
Mrs. Laherty and Mrs. Baker,
of Frencli and Miss O'Connor, of
Chicago, were also guests here
Wednesday on a.Church mission.

central committee is called to meet in
the city of Ros well, at 2 o'clock in
the afternoon 'of the 2nd day of June,
1920, for the purpose of preparing the
temporary organization.
By order of
State Democratic Central Commit-

The editor made a trip to Am
arillo, Friday returning Monday
Which reesulted in the purchase
Plainsman of a
from the
newspaper folder which . will
drudgery an
reduce press-dahour or two and some minor- and signed up for the
intertype machine which will, in
the near fucüfe, lio all our typesetting at home.
McLaughlin's - "Favorite"
This gives U3 a well equipped
Steel-Cprint-shofor a small town and
Coffee, 55c lb.
hope
to keep on improving.
we
Do you know that more than one- Raising
is a
wheat as a side-lin- e
hundred-fiftcases of delinquent girls
have heen taken from New Mexico by better way to get the money for
the Salvation Armv rescue worker
these things than printing 'has
and saved to society and the State?
has
ever been,, still the old
McLaughlin's "XXXX" Cofiee never let us go hungry.

I Wonder
Wm. Mock and wife of Los An
I wonder if his heart to her he threw
I wonder if she will keep it, good as geles, are guests of their sister.
new
Mrs. John Creswell, of Solano,
I wonder if she knows that's hard to
Mr. Mock is an expert painter
do
I wonder
and is looking for a place to open
I wonder if he promised to cut the
a shop and paint automobiles. He 3 lb.
wood
.
Build fires, carry water as husbands will also do house painting and is
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Mr. John F. Cate, of Louisville,
Texas,' landed in Roy Wednesday at 1.15 and at 4 o'clock he
had closed a deal thru the Bank
of Roy for 1000 acres of wheat
land 3 miles west of Mills, with
J. P. Félton at $15. per acre. .
It was a cash deal and he went
back Thursday after more of it,

í
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PARKS
ease a

'Mrs. A. M. Woodard, of Tueumcart
vcame to Roy Monday to see her sis
Mrs. Woodard, who has un-

'

Mora County.
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That there is a concerted effort on
the part of the great monopolies to
expand their" influence over political
parties in an endeavor to control government and continue reckless and unjustified profiteering is the charge o
Senator Robert'L. Owen, of Oklahoma,
"The taste for unusual profits have
been whetted and some men desire to
continue it unmindful of the want, the
misery and public danger they entail.'
Sam Strong, returned home last Fri
day from El Paso, where he under-

went an operation for the removal of
an absces3 formed in his lungs following the long siege of pneumonia which
has had him- hovering near the brink
of eternity for over 11 weeks. He Í3
able to walk around a little and came
to see the S-in our new office Monday, in company with his brother-in-laMr. Shaw. He answers to the
name of Mr. "Weak" instead of strong
but i thankful to be alive and conva
lescing. He had to undergo the operation of sawing out a rib to remove
the abscess without anaesthetic and
has no desire to repeat the ordeal but
has gained 17 pounds since he began
to improve.
Muaical Boiling.
When water bolls In a kettle Invent
ed In Japan the bul. ''les hit metalll
bars and produce nui al sounds.
-

cual

f
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Saturday- - Only
Big Bilt Work Shirts

Regular value $2.25 $1.Z5
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables at
all times.
(Watch this space every week.)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Place to Trade"

,

,

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

was every Iifcell
, There
hood now of being able to carry on

to improve.
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(Copyright, 1919, by George
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CHAPTER XIII.
'
10
The Island.
Lafe and Hilary started for the Island at one o'clock. They planned to
spend three hours there and return on
the evening tide.
Hilary, seated opposite his friend,
told him of the conversation with
Louis, who, manipulating the tiller,
heard nothing.
"If Louis will swear to what he Informed me," he said, "It means that
we can clap Brousseau Into Jail. Otherwise he'll never give up his schemes
against me, because be has a personal
grievance."
"Mr. Askew," said Lafe, "might I
put a question to you without giving
offense?"
'
"You may, Connell."
"I'm only saying what everybody's
saying in St Boniface, and . that Is

about your cutting Brousseau out with
Mademoiselle Rosny."
"I guess it's true, Lafe," said Hilary.
"Lafe, she's well, you understand."
"I guess I do," said Lafe. He
stretched out a sinewy hand and
gripped Hilary's warmly.
"I wish
Clarice my wife could meet yon," he
said.
"I hope she will, Lafe, some day.
But now about Brousseau."
"I asked you that," said Lafe, "because there's a lot hangs on it. Now
as to Louis he wouldn't swear. If
he did swear, he'd swear that he'd
been lying as soon as Brousseau
slipped him a
bill. Nd, sir,
It won't do. We've got to get the fox
right Into the trap before we spring
it."
"I'm afraid I am no hand at springing traps, Lafe."
"No. But we've got to give him rope
enough to hang himself.
We don't
want to go ofT at half-cocThat's
plainer, ain't It? My advice is as before; He low. You see, sir, when a
man schemes and schemes and plans
his crooked work, all that he's doing
Is to twist the rope tighter round his
own neck. We've got him now,s but
we must get the noose tight, so that
he won't wriggle out of It And he'll
twist It tight next time he wrtggtea.
That's my idea, Mr. Askew."
"I guess you're right as usual Lafe,"
answered Hilary. "Bnt Tve been
low a thundering long time."
No more was said upon the subject
Out In the Oulf the chopplness of the
waves tad changed to a steady sweep
toward the Island, which, lying in mid
stream, received and broke the full
force of the daily tides. The wind
aided them, and they swept through
tne water. Hilary watched the nearIng land with interest that deepened
as he began to make out the luxurious
powth of conifers that covered it al
most to the sea's verge.
In the center he could now make
out a ridge of low hills, which seemed
to ascend to a terminal cliff, having
on one side a gentle slope and, on the
other, a precipitous descent toward
the water.
"There ought to be some fine cut
ting there for us some day," said
Hilary. "Hello I What's that?"
"Somebody has got there before us,"
.

ten-doll- ar

ly-In-

-

aid Connell.
A boat came into view, a little fishing sloop, much like Duval's, beached
on the shore, the sails down, the bow
high above high water.

"That boat belongs to Jacques
Brousseau," said Louis, pointing toward it
"What's he doing on my limits, I
wonder," mused Hilary.
"I guess he's making this his winter
quarters. He's trapped the seigniory
so long that be thinks it's his territory."
They grounded.
Duval, leaping
ashore, brought the bow round above
the water level. Lafe and Hilary
stepped out and stretched their cramp-

.

but narrow cleft that opened toward
the base Into a wide recess.
Jacques saw them at the same time
and stood motionless.
As Lafe and
Hilary advanced he seemed to be gal
vanlzed Into life. He rushed toward
them, screaming, his face convulsed
with fury.
Hilary cast his eyes about to ascer
tain the cause of the old man's fury,
He saw, near the cave's mouth, a large
slab- - of granite, and a heavy hammer
lying beside it.
"Let s see what he's got there," he
said. "It doesn't look like traps to
me."

The sun, now very low, shone full
Into the interior. It revealed a cavern
ous depth, whose recesses were lost In
gloom, a high arch, and the remnants
of many fires on the granite slabs that
paved it almost as regularly as those
Somebody had
of a city sidewalk.
camped here for a long time pos
sibly Jacques, though he must have
burned a whole cord of wood, to Judge
from the charred remnants that were
scattered everywhere.
"Look!" Bhouted Lafe, pointing.
The ground was covered with frag
ments of some sort of ore, and a trail
of chips and dust led out of the mouth
of the cave into another recess among
the rocks. Among the brambles, under a roughly constructed roof, was
small hand machine, consisting in the
main of two steel rollers, white with
crushed rock.
"Looks like a hand
"
said
Lafe. "I thought maybe it might be
gold. But It ain't gold. Alluvial's
washed in a stream, and quartz gold
has to be got with cyanide."
A pick next(caught their eyes. Somebody, or party, rather, had been working at the rocks, apparently to take
samples of some ore; but there was
certainly no gold in the Laurentlan
'
granite.
,
Suddenly Lafe uttered an exclama'
tion and, stooping down, picked up a
matted handful of some fibrous, wool
like material that had been stuffed
Into a cleft He pulled out yet another handful, and more sad core stiff
wool, yet of a atony consistency spun
stone, if such a thing were possible.
"Rock flax 1" he exclaimed. "I seen
It down Thetford way years ago, Mr,
Askew. Look there I The cliff's alive
with It!"
"Asbestos!" cried Hilary.
"A regular asbestos quarry!" said
Lafe. "There's thousands of dollars'
worth here. Look at it!"
Hilary could see now that the coarse
fibers ran through the side of the cliff
in every direction. They were so
blended with the mottled stone that
he had not even noticed them.
"That accounts for everything," he
said.
"Yes, Mr. Askew. I guess Brousseau wasn't paying all those hands at
Ste. Marie and pretending to work his
limits Just to Jump your timber rights.
I knew he had something up his sleeve,
but I didn't know what I knew there
wasn't no gold round here."
"So that's why he wants to get me
out of the way."
"That's the whole game, sir. He
knew you'd hit upon this mine sooner
or later, though he'd left the island
off the map of the seigniory.
Lord,
what a fool I was not to have known I"
"There's more to It than that, Lafe,
That's why he tried to draw us off the
scent on the subject of the river boun
dury. He thought that if he could get
flour-mill,-

(1

I

ed limbs.
The wind blew keenly, but once under the Bhelter of the Island, they

found

warm autumn weather.
stretched out In the
boat under a tarpaulin, Lafe and Hilary started up the sloping beach toward
the Interior. The first thing that they
noticed as peculiar, when they had
passed the outer fringe of trees, was
d
the existence of a
trait
They stopped and looked at it
"Dp you suppose old Jacques made
all that?" asked Lafe.
Leaving

.

A

'

Doran Co.)

im

.

it

Louis

well-define-

"Too wide."
"And too hard, Mr. Askew. This
has been stamped out this summer. They Saw Marie Dupont Struggling In
And Jacques has only been here a
Pierre's Arms.
week, at most"
Into a fight with us over that we
"Then V asked Hilary.
"Somebody else has been on the wouldn't be . thinking of the Island.
island all summer, or at least most of And this mine belongs to Rosny. No
the summer. Maybe two or three of wonder Brousseau wants the seigniory 1"
them. It looks like it"
"It's as good as a play," said Lafe.
The trail had disappeared. They
were now scrambling up a gulley be"It gives ns the trump card," said
tween great recks that towered on Hilary. "It means that hell lose his
either side of them. ' At the top of hold over him, and well, Lafe, I feel
the elevation appeared the point of too happy to say any more about it"
Lafe grabbed him by the hand.
the Island, and the face of the great
cliff, cleft Into numerous fissures, some "We've won," he said ecstatically.
"And now I guess we'd best be startwidening into small caves.
Suddenly Lafe gripped Hilary's arm ing for the boat"
They retraced their steps along the
and pointed. Through the scrub they
could see Jacques Brousseau coming trait It was a nervous experience,
at of
aberrare In the cliff, a deep with the thought that old Jacques
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might be lurking in the bushes nearby,
However, by the time they reached the
little open space they satisfied them
selves that he was not following them,
"We've passed our landing place,"
said Hilary.
Looking out across the gray waters
he perceived, close at hand, and ap
parently beached on the shore, the
white sail of a sloop. It seemed to be
the vessel which they had seen earlier

he tell me that we all stay on the
Island together first, and have a holi
day."
"Nanette, Leblanc never Intended
to marry you," said Hilary. "They
were using you to get Marie Into
Pierre's power. Nanette"
He bent toward her and touched
her on the shoulder. She looked up at
him, her Hps quivering, ber face pa
thetlc as a scolded child's.
that afternoon, tacking toward the
is it long since you leit your
south shore.
home?"
The men looked at each other, and
"Two years, monsieur."
the same unspoken question was in
"Nanette, you were a child then, like
the eyes of each. Then Lafe grabbed Marie here? Leblanc came to you and
Hilary by the shoulders.
told you of the groat world outside,
"See here!" he said. "We ain't go- and how-h- e
would marry you and be
ing to stay and fight Brousseau's gang kind to you. Two years have passed,
just for the Tun of it I guess It': and he has ruined your Ufe, and he
Pierre and Leblanc In that boat all has not kept his promise, and still he
right and that they're on their way deceives you with his promises. Would
home. We beat It for ours as hard as you go back to him?"
we can go see? You ain't fit to do
"Never, monsieur I He struck me
no more fighting anyway," he pleaded, seel Not In Just anger, as a man
"And I won't no matter what happens
that's straight to you. I'll fight any
man with fists if I got to, but I'm

darned if I'll stand up against that
scum with camp knives."

"You're quite right Lafe," answered
Hilary. "Come, let's get to the boat as
quick as we can." '
v But as they started there rang out a
woman's cry. Again came the scream;
and in an Instant forgetful of their
resolution, they had turned and raced
back along the trail.
Not many steps, and, breaking
through the trees, they saw Marie Dupont struggling In Pierre's arms, while
Leblanc and Nanette stood near them,
laughing.

Lafe leaped at Pierre, and his bony
fist caught the outlaw beneath the
chin. Pierre went down in a heap,
Hilary made for Leblanc, whose ex
pression would, under other circum
stances, have been comical in its sur
prise.
lie turned upon the girl and
knocked her down , savagely. Then,
without another glance at Hilary, he
mada for the sloop.
Leaving Pierre where he had fallen.
Lafe joined in the pursuit But Le- manc iiau several yaras start, and nis
experience of Hilary's prowess lent
wings to bis feet He plunged into the
water and, by a miracle of strength,
swung the sloop clear of the sand on
which she had been beached. As the
vessel was carried clear by the swift- flowing tide the
scrambled
aboard, dripping, and pushed off with
the oar. Lafe and Hilary stood, baf
fled, upon the brink of the water,
while Leblanc, at an ever Increasing
distance, began to put up the. sail,
snouting back defiant curses meanwhile.

"I'll Kill Yeul" Panted Baptists.

strikes his wife who nags him, but be
cause he was afraid. See where his
fist fell see!"
"Yet Nanette, even as Leblanc did
to you, you would have had Pierre do
to Marie here."
"Monsieur I I thought he was to
marry her. Pierre told me, if I bring
Marie to Ste. Marie no harm is done,
because be loves her and he wishes to
save her from you, who mean no good
to her."
"From me, Nanette !" exclaimed Hil
ary, stupefied.
"Obi, monsieur, and then you go to
They heard a sound of feet uuon Ste. Marie to meet her and take her
the shingle behind them, and turned home. And everybody say Monsieur
quickly. It was Pierre, but he
as Askew loves her, and no doubt he has
ooiting for the woods. They ran at a
wife in his own country."
him, but he had gained the shelter of
Hilary looked at her in amazement
the trees, and it was growing too dark He noticed that Lafe was staring over
to follow. They stopped and looked
the side of the boat as if he had not
hack. Leblanc was now quite a dis
'
heard.
tance from the island, and making for
"Nanette, If yon went home, would
tne north shore upon the incomlne your
father receive you?"
uae.
"Ah, monsieur, do not speak of
Let's go," said Hilary, and he took Perhaps he is dead. Perhaps they are
Marie gently by the arm. She went
ail dead from grief."
with him obediently, and Lafe fol
"Would you like to go home, Nan
lowed with Nanette, whose Hp was
ette?"
oiooay rrom Leblancs blow.
"Yes, monsieur, I will go now, for I
The tide was runnlne fairly for St have nothing more to live for. I shall
Boniface.
It was almost dark now, go and beg on my knees "
but the wind had died away and the
"I shall send you home, then, Nan
stars were brilliant Hilary, taklne ette. But now ask forgiveness from
on nis overcoat wrapped It about Marie here, and then thank God that
Marie. The girl's bewilderment had
lie has saved her tonight in spite of
yielded
to abject gratitude. She all the evil that was against her."
raised Hilary's hand to her Hps and
Nanette crouched toward Marie Du
pressed It.
Beside her Nanette, pont, whose arms stole round her neck,
wrapped in Lafe's waterproof, was and the two girls cried and whispered
sobbing
wildly
and wiping her together. Hilary turned away. He
wounded Hp. The words that passed thought of Madeleine, and breathed a
were drowned in the sound of the lap- prayer tbat their lives might run toping waves before they reached the gether, and that they might strive toears of ouls, at the tiller.
gether for the right all their days.
"Now, what happened?" asked Hil
He turned back Into the boat "Now,
ary of Marie. "Tell me, and we'll Marl no word of this night's doings
clap those ruffians into Jail, I assure shall ever pass my Hps," he said.
"But
you. How did they get you into that Marie, your Ufe is unhappy. There is
boat?"
a good man in St Boniface who cares
Marie sobbed out her explanation: for you, Do you think that you could

it

but when Hilary gathered, with difficulty, from the broken words, stammered in French, that she had gone
aboard with Pierre to marry him in
Quebec, he could hardly believe his
ears,
,
"And your father knows nothing of
this?'' he inquired, when she had
ended.

learn to care for hlra?"

"Ah, pauvre'Jean!" wept the girl.
"I have been ungrateful to him. monsieur. And now I am not worthy that
he should have anything to do with

me."
He shall know nothing unless you
tell him,'" said Hilary. "As to that I
cannot advise. But you need have no
Ah, fears as to me."

"He knows nothing, monsieur.
monsieur, you saved me before, and I
I was ungrateful. Promise me,
swear to me, tbat he shall never
know I"
"And you, Nanette," continued Hil
ary, addressing the weeping girl,
"what have yon to say, who lured her
here, knowing this?"
"I did not know, monsieur," cried
Nanette. "Pierre told me that if I
bring her he would get me back, my
sweetheart"
"Leblanc, ehr
"Out monsieur. Then he take me
to Quebec and we get married. And
he promised me a wedding ring of
gold, monsieur."
"And he told you that he was going
to marry Marie?"
"Oul, monsieur, we all go to Quebec
together. Only Just before we land

through the winter. Brousseau had
showed no signs of further interference with his men, and there was even
tho possibility of getting out another

The black shadow of the wharf be
gan to project out of the shore line,
with Baptlste's schooner moored alongside. Lights of lanterns were moving.
and as the sloop drew near Hilary per
ceived a little group of people near
the wharf-heaLouis Duval let down

denr," he answered, emlllng.
"There was never any danger. Lafe
was with me, and we went and came
on the tide."
As he spoke he noticed that the
crowd at the wharf-heahad drawn
nearer. He heard a man shouting
there seemed to be some disturbance
which he fancied they were trying to
quell. Lafe stepped upon the wharf
with the two girls, walking past Hil
ary. Madeleine turned.
Her eyes, lighting upon Marie's face,
and then Nanette's, sought Hilary's In
astonishment But she asked nothing,
and .waited. Her hand, which had
rested upon his arm, remained there,
But whereas It had been a living,
warm part of her, it now felt cold and
"
heavy, and lifeless. .
Then out of the crowd burst Jean
Baptiste, screaming. He ran toward
Hilary. A knife was flashing In bis
hand. His onset was so swift that it
took Hilary and Madeleine completely
by surprise. As the little man closed
with him Hilary just managed to
grasp his arm.
"I'll kill you I" panted Baptiste, and
the breath whistled' through his throat
as if the force of bis passion had con
stricted it to a pipe's dimension. "It
Is she, and you took her from her
home last night. I sought for her; I
was waiting and watchful; I did not
sleep. I swore yon should die "
He fought for freedom of the stab
bing arm like a man possessed of a
thousand devils. He worked the hand
free, and it went up and down, the
long knife flashing and slicing Into
Hilary's coat And Madeleine did not
utter a word.
She watched the struggle like
woman in a dream. Twice Hilary felt
the point of the knife as it drove
through the air and slashed to the end
of Baptlste's reach. Then the crowd
closed about them.
But Baptiste fought like a devil. He
hurled the lumbermen aside: three
times he fought out of their grasp
and made for Hilary, who, horrified
and still uncertain, made no attempt
to escape or strike. Each time he
caught the knife hand by a miracle of
luck, and aU the time he fought Bap
tiste never ceased shouting.
"Let me get at him 1" he panted. "I
watched them. I waited. I did not
sleep. He took her last night to the
island. I swore to kill him. Let me
go I Let me go I"
His voice rang high above the
shrieks of the frightened girls and the
shouts of the men. They had closed
about him now, but for the fourth
time he broke through and made for
Hilary, the knife held low now, ready
for the ripping upward stroke. Hilary
grasped at his arm again and missed,
The knife flashed back and then in
an Instant Madeleine stood where Baptiste had been, and the blood dripped
from her sleeve. And still she had
not uttered a sound.
They had got Baptiste down now,
still fighting like a wild beast . They
were holding him, one man to 'each
limb, and bis body writhed and curses
broke from his lips. And Madeleine
stood before Hilary, quiet and calm
and silent
He sprang toward her. "Madeleine 1"
He seized her arm and tore the
sleeve away. There was a gash, long,
but not deep, from which the blood
was welling.
He felt beside himself
with mingled fury and fear. He began
to bind it with his handkerchief, the
Icily cold arm that had been warm
against his shoulder. But Madeleine
drew herself away.
"It is nothing," she said, and began
to walk toward the head of the wharf.
Her rig was waiting there, the horse
safe,
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small load.
Hilary hod sent Nanette home to St
Joseph. She had promised to write to
him, but, as he had expected, he had

not heard from her. Bnptlste had
thrown up his position with Dupont
and gone into the Ste. Marie limits to
trap. . Marie Dupont avoided Hilary ;
he had not seen her since the day of
their dventure. ,
As for Dupont, whatever he knew,
he showed no signs. And things seemed
to settle into equilibrium, though Hilary was sure that a denouement was
to follow. He could only wait patiently for that No action could come
from him. He could not violate his
pledge to Marie In order to secure himself with Madeleine.
Then came the news which stunned
Hilary out of his mental apathy. Madeleine was to marry Brousseau. It
was to be In three weeks at Christmas, and the banns bad been read in
church that Sunday morning for the
first time.
What had happened was this: The
Seigneur had not given his daughter
any sign of remembrance of the events
that had" transpired Immediately, before his stroke, though he was In other
respects normal, save for the paraly-- ,
sis of the left side. But as the weeks
went by be grew more and more
nervous and depressed, until one night
he blurted out:
"Where will you take me after the
estate changes hands? I cannot remain In St Boniface, nor can I remain
with you and the American. I am too
old to go anywhere but to the grave."
So he had remembered all the time i
Madeleine put her arms about bis
neck. "I am not going to marry Monsieur Askew," she answered.
Then, without warning, the old
Seigneur fell to crying and laughing,
as if a tremendous load of care had
been lifted from his shoulders.
The
land, which had meant so much to him
all his life, now seemed to be every
thing, and he interpreted Madeleine's
answer to indicate her willingness to
marry Brousseau.
"Well, why not?" she thought with
Intense bitterness, as she listened.
"Have I any other duty now, save to
my father?"
She never doubted her Judgment of
Hilary. The story hod been dinned
into her ears by Brousseau since 'Hil
ary's first visit to Ste. Marie. She had
heard It from tradesmen's wives, the
postmistress, until their attachment
was known; then had come silence
and furtlveness. And she had scorned
to think of its possibility until that
night.
And she had given' him his chance
and he had said nothing.
She accepted the situation and sat
down and penned a short, formal letter to Brousseau.
He came the next day, driving fu
riously up to the Chateau. He thrust
Robitallle out of his way and pushed
into the living room, where he found
Madeleine, deathly white, seated alone,
waiting for him. He opened his arms
to embrace her.
"Sit down, Edouard," she said with
chilling apathy. "I am going to talk
frankly to you. You wish to marry
.

me?"

"I want yon for my wife," said
Brousseau. "You know that You
know I don't think anything of that
affair" Madeleine winced at the word,
but he did not notice It "with Monsieur Askew. The man's a scoundrel,
a thief, and a libertine"
"I do not wish to hear that, mon
sieur," said Madeleine peremptorily.
"Dlable, that's natural enough And
so that's forgotten." Brousseau could
1
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boy.
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Hilary walked by her side, speaking
he never remembered what It was he
said Imploring; Madeleine said noth
ing. Nothing until she reached the
carriage step. Drops of blood marked
her progress. There she paused and
looked at him. He could see her face
now in the light of the boy's lantern,
and it was neither scornful nor proud,
but very hard like the Seigneur's,
Hilary thought afterward.
J;
But all his thoughts were on the
wound. "Madeleine, your arm I" he
cried, catching at it
"It Is nothing," she said once more,
turning to mount the step.
Then Hilary knew what he had not Edouard," Said the Girl Quietly,
"How Much Are You Willing to Pay
let himself know he knew. He caught
for Me?"
her band and pressed It to his lips.
"Marelelne !" he cried. "You do not
afford to be magnanimous. 'Tve heard
do not surely you are not going to
for a week past that you'd quarreled,
condemn me when
but Im not the sort of man to push
She placed her foot on the step.
In where he Isn't wanted."
"I told you nothing but your faith
"Edouard," said the girl quietly,
lessness could kill my love," she said how much are you willing
to pay for
in a whisper. And, In a lower whis me?"
"Good-by!per,
"
Brousseau stared. "Eh? Ah. mon
s
were moving before Hil Dleu, why do you
ary could grasp the scene, bring It Haven't I enough?" talk about money?
home to his consciousness.
And afterI am going to have an agreement
ward be remembered that he ran be- In place of an Indefinite understandiside the carriage, senselessly calling ng. If I marry you at Christmas you
to her to let him bind her arm. He will, on the morning of the ceremony,
must have been half way through the destroy my father's mortgage, and you
village before his reason came back will wait until his death to own the
to him.
seigniory.
It won't take long," she
ended, with a flicker of scorn.
CHAPTER XIV..
(TO BB CONTINUED.)
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the sails and guided the vessel's prow
toward the mooring ring. Hilary
stepped out but before he could turn
to give his hand to Marie a woman
stepped forward.
It was Madeleine. She ran to him
with a little cry of gladness.
She
raised her lips to his.
"Dear, I have been waiting since
dark," she said, pressing his arm. "I
only got your letter this afternoon,
A Letter From Morris.
In the Birmingham district of Engtelling me that you had gone to the
The weather continued mild, and land there are several factories which
Island, and I was frightened, Hilary."
He catted her arm. ."I am quite Hilary's financial prospects continued turn out 10,000,000 or more pins a day.
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IN MEAT
CLOGS THE KIDNEYS
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Glast of Salt If Your Back
Hurts or Bladdor
Bothers.
,

If yon must have your meat every
flay, eat it, but flush your kidneys with
Baits- occasionally, says a noted authority who tells us that meat forms
arte acid which almost paralyzes the
kidneys In their efforts to expel It
from the blood! They become sluggish and weaken, then you suffer with
a dull misery In the kidney region,
Bharp pains in the back or sick headache, dizziness, your stomach sours,
tongue' Is coated and when the weather
Is bad you have rheumatic twinges.
The urine gets cloudy, full of sediment, the channels often get sore end
Irritated, obliging you to seek relief
two or three times during the night
To neutralize these irritating acids,
to cleanse the kidneys and flush oft
the body's urinous waste get four
ounces of Jad Salts from any pharmacy here; take a tablespoonful In a
glass of water before breakfast for a
few days and your kidneys will then
act fine. This famous salts Is made
from the acid of grapes and lemon
Juice, combined with llthla, and has
been used for generations to flush
end stimulate sluggish kidneys, also
to neutralize the acids in urine, so it
no longer irritates, thus ending bladder
weakness.
Jad Salts Is Inexpensive; cannot injure, and makes a delightful effervesr
drink. Adv.
cent
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it's Hard

to Stop These Veterans of the Argonns

Is just as needless as it is
to take violent or nasty cathartics.
Nature provides no shock absorbers for
your liver and bowels against calomel,
harsh pills, sickening oil and salts.
Cascarets give quick relief without injury from Constipation, Biliousness, In
digestion, Oases and Sick Headache.
Cascarets work while you sleep, remov
ing the toxins, poisons and sour, ln
digestible waste without griping or in
convenience. Cascarets regulate by
strengthening the bowel muscles. They
cost so little too. Adv.
The good cook keeps her temper
from boiling over.
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Compound Made Me Strong and
Able to Work I Recommend

It To All My Friends.
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that

hv lemaie troume.
I felt so tired all the
time, had bad headaches, and for six
months I could not
work. 1 was treated by a physician
and took other remedies but got no
ill relief. A friend told
iii f
me about Lydia h.
Pinkham's V e St e- table Compound and
has ne mea me
:
i Am well and atronar and
1 ut
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The liver is the regulator of health. II
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Small Pia Small Dose Small Price
DR. CAKTEH'S IRON PILLS, Nature's
trrMt nerve and blood tonic for
Anemia, Rheumatism, Nervousness,
Sleeplessness and Female Weakness,
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Starter Slee

Ring Gears

For

all Cars
Carried in Stock.
Write for prices.
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Kent Aulo Parts Cc
DENVER, COLO.

teaspoonful

"I care for lilm very much Indeed, .hut I bflleved
for me might only lie a passing fancy, so I resolved
to lose myself to the world completely, leaving no clew by which he might
carry out his oft repeated Intention oT
following me wherever I should go and
flow I CM
Inducing me- to marry him.
FlMD HER.
"
"He found me at Inst upon his- return from France, accomplishing what
all the police 'and detectives could not
do. And, caring as much for each
other as we did, there was really nothing else for us to do, so we were married."
So explained Mrs. Russell L. Rich-maformerly Mrs. Mary Hefferman,
e
years, Brooklyn School
aged
teacher, and who how has started housekeeping with her pupil husband, Russell L. Itlchman, aged twenty-thre- e
years, in I'arkwood avenue, here.
Mrs. Hefferman and young Itlchman, an overseas veteran of the Argonue,
were recently married In Warren, 0., by the Rev. T. F. Rhelnhlld, pastor of
the First Presbyterian church.
While youwy Rlchmnn was In France Mrs. Hefferman never wrote him,
believing that when he returned from France all would be forgotten and she
could return to Brooklyn. However, when Rlchman returned he at once took
up the search. One day he saw a piano box about to be loaded on a truck.
It bore the name of the missing teacher. The nddres given was Masslllon, 0.
Rlchman found Mrs. Heffennan In that city, and, though she refused at first
to see him, he was so persistent that he eventually agreed to meet lilm. The
meeting took place In Cleveland, and again Mrs. Hefferman tried to discourage
Rlchman. He declared, however, that he would never give her up, and she
then consented to marry him. They went to Warren and the ceremony was
performed there.
"Since his teens he lias declared his love for me," Mrs. Hefferman said,
"and, though I tried and his parents tried to dissuade him, it was to no avail.
He was a persistent lover."
O.
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If yon need a medicine, you should
have the best. On sale at all drug stores
in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to try this
great preparation send ten cents to
k Co., Binehamton, N. Y., lor a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

Made under conditions of

absolute cleanliness and
r

brought to them in Wrteles
sealed sanitary package.
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Satisfies the craving for

Forget the faults of other people.
DYES" DON'T
RUIN YOUR MATERIAL

"DIAMOND

Women! Don't Buy a Poor Dye That
Fades, Streaks, or Runs.
of "Diamond

mm
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Each package
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The children love
Wrifilcy's-a- nd
it's
good for them.

is not recommended for everything.
is nature i great helper in relieving
and overcoming kidney, liver and bladder troubles.
A sworn statement of purity is with
every bottle of Dr. Kilmer's
,

sweets, aids digestion, sweetens breath, allays thirst and
helps keep teeth clean.

Dyes"

contains directions so simple that any

Costs iittie, benefits much.

a new, rich,
women can dlumond-dyfadeless color Into worn, shabby garments, drnperles, coverings, whether
wool, silk, linen, cotton or mixed goods.
Buv "Diamond Dyes" no other kind
then perfect results are guaranteed
even If you have never dyed before.
Druggist has color card. Adv.
e
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Air castles' ure perfectly ventilated.
Btate of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
County ss.
,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney
& Co., doing- business in the City of Toledo, County and State aforesaid, and that
said firm will pay the sum of ONE HUN
DRED DOLLiAKS lor any case 01 caiarrn
that cannot be cured by the use of
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE.
-

Why Can Canada Lure Farmers From Illinois Farms?
ILL. Tills neck of woods Is still talking of the special
consisting of 42 freight and cattle cars and two Pullman
coaches and sleepers, loaded with 25 central Illinois farmers, their families
and household articles, which left recently this city for Manitoba, Canada.
Sixty-fiv- e
persons all told composed
the party. After government Inspectors cheeked over the train at Chicago it ran as a special passenger
train to Canada, where the peoplt
have purchased homes.
Some of the most prominent farm
ers from Livingston county who wen.
on the train Include: ' George Abry,
Jr., Mrs. John Nelbert and son, Carl
Hnna F.nffpnft Foirnrtv and Edward
Npihprr. nil from Odell. From Pontlac there are, Gus It. Hanson, Chris Pe
terson and Henry Wilson. From Dwlght are: Chris Jensen, Chris Sorenson,
Simon Anderson, Luden Humbert, Peter Burgwald, Fred Pranirfeld, and
from Lockmirt are Thomas Stout and W. Gougar. In every instance the men
r tnklni? rlielr families with them as Well as furniture and Implements.
future' residents of Canada were recently taken to Sperling, Manitoba,
BLOOMINGTON,

It
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No More

Liver, Bowels

Z3

You naturally feel secure when you
know that the medicine you are about to
take m absolutely pure and contains no
harmful or habit producing drugs.
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp- Root, kidney, liver and bladder remedy.
The tame standard of purity, strength
and excellence ii maintained in every
bottle of Swamp-RooIt is scientifically compounded from
vegetable herbs.
It is not a stimulant and is taken in

The
where they inspected the land. Later they bought 5.UW acres oí me ncu
nm timt Mnnitiihii I noted for.
The families are well acquainted, and they represent a large portion of
rho oerlnilrnrnl wealth of this part of Illinois.
Teople are talking something like this: What Is the matter with our
more
svstein when frnch men leave a state which still is but little
t,ni o. .lonaoiv nnnnintHd as France, and go 2,000 miles to a strange land
tens of thousands
and rigorous climate to start anew? They are not alone; may
well run Into
exodus
years,
and
the
few
in
m
last
the
hv crnni.
men at home?
the thousands this year. la there not some way of keeping such
m,-.h-

Lucky Yank Finds a Real Helpmeet in Soviet Land
for
ERIDLVN, MISS. "I advise all young Americans to go to Russia, If
They are not
women.
Russian
study
meet
and
to
than
reason
no other
un....,
ium11L Thev have no false vanity. Tiiey are trainee in uie uuns a
should know."
onecí
Tima tmokp TTiich S. Martin, a lor
svta
w iw rU3rr,
mpr
captain In the United States infOUAYYIFE
tPl cpnee service in liussia, wno re
turned to this country with a young
Russian bride. Captain Martin is lec
turing for the American central com
mittee for Russian relief, whose pur
pose Is to aid refugees from the bol
hevtkL
Mrs. Martin, before her marriage,
was Marl TWnmolova. which means
in English Maria Pilgrim. She was known to the allied intelligence
as "The Human Dictagraph." Her talent served when the officers lacked
equipment for "listening In" at radical meetings. On one occasion she put
her ear to a wall and reported accurately entire conversations, of which none
II word.
n.t,aM
n
vi v. rilatlntriitfth'
WJ. I J T uurci n v.miI
Captain Martin and Miss Bogomolova met in Archangel In 1917- - She was
j
a secret agent for the allies In Nortli Kussia. so was juanm. du uh-Her quickness,' Intelligence
frequently detailed to the same Investigations.
and pluck appealed to the young American soldier.
He had learned to speak the Russian language and he proposed in that
They
tongue. She answered with the only English word she knew "Yes."
1918.
10,
,
August
on
Archangel
married In
Captain Martin, now In New York, has sent his pretty wife here to his
... . ...
lanfTllflffP
1.
r
iuw In tt,a Wof1h modiste.
borne town, ror instruction uy iini
They do
as
her
marvel
at
abyity
The people of Meridian
.
yui....
say that she can cut out a uress anu ui n wmiuu-roost
the
relate
and
literature
Russian
discuss
house,
the
after
cook, look
ever
or
people
good
wenoian
the
war
that
thrilling stories of the
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fiworn to before me and subscribed In
my presence, this 6th day of December,
A. D. mi.
(Beal) A. W. uieason, notary
HAT.t.'fl f!ATARRtLMEDIClNE Is tak
en Internally and acts through the Blood
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
F. J. Cheney & CO., xoieao. umo.

Things we didn't do we regret most.
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Thpre Is nothing more satisfactory
after a day of hard work than a line
full of snowy white clothes. For such
results use Red Cross Bag Blue.
NEEDED TO TALK

OUT

LOUD

Doughboy Might Have Had Right
Idea, but Surely He Had Never
Driven Mules.

MOST PROLIFIC HYMN WRITER
Fanny Crosby Credited With the

Com-

four-mul-

Unless the' past has enabled us to
master the present, we will be slaves
to the future.
Anyway, the rolling stone' doesn't
get Into the mossback class.

I

COUNTRY
In

.;

A10
OF

Lilthuanla the Production of Honey
Has Become an Important
Industry.

In Llthunnla, when a bee stings a
man he turns the other cheek.
And almost literally, at thai, because
It is a sin to kill a bee, and no one
ever commits that sin Intentionally.
As a result of their natural fondness
for bees, Lithuanians, with the growth
of their economic system, have developed bee raising from a general soda
custom to an Important Industry.
Thousands of barrels of honey are exported from Lithuania annually.
Almost everyone In Lithuania ha
at least one bee hive. Sometimes they
have swarms of thousands. But It Is
common even In the cities to have
serve you midus that Is made-frothe honey gathered in his garden-hive- .
Midus, the national drink of
Lithuania, Is made from fermented)
honey.
Making

Fast

"He bolted the ticket."
"Then what happened?"
"He and the party locked horns.'

A Mean Regret
She Mr. Bangs was the man I was
You may have noticed that few busiengaged to when you came along.
He I always did Just miss my ness men feel at ease at a polite
function.
luck.

J

will buy
a big package of

,uu.

Servant girls attained a definite social status In this city to
organized the first "Servant Girl Club" and opened
uptdwn street. The club rooms, luxuriously fur
a
fashionable
nnnrters unon

t rw

ri

h

YORK

whin

a eronn

room,
nished. consist of reception
sleeping rooms, bath and shower rooms

and kitchenette.

The Rev. Nicholas Dulitz, pastor
of the Hungarian Baptist church,
sometimes called the "Church of Many

Mansions" because of Its varied activities, who Is promoting the club, explained that It means more than Just
an establishment where the cook and
second maid may loll about and feel
opulent
r

41

POSITIONS

'.i

peo-- i
claw of a serious purpose ; that of demonstrating that servant girls are
-- ...i
Droblem.
cirl"
"servant
aitininntlntr
the
nf
iie, nú, lining . v
While any servant girl Is eligible to membership In the new club, It was
MfirmMl
mind those of Hungarian nationality, of whom Mr. Dulltz said ther
5,000
in this city.
.
ure
'
The girls will have classes In English, In sociology and in economics.
office."
The club will give service as an "intelligence

ljmu
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BEE KEEPERS

om-cer- s

Servant Girls Now Resort to the Use of a Club

y-

Na-tion-

position of More Than 6,000 Popular Religious Lyrics.

Fanny Crosby, the blind writer of
more than 6,000 hymns, had an interesting If uneventful career, according
to a recent sketch in "Along Broadway," musical magazine. She lost her
eyesight when only six years old and
12 years later, at the New York Institute for the Blind, she me! and fell In
love with the blind musician, Alexander Van Alstyne. They were married
and lived happily, Mrs. Van Alstyne
becoming a teacher at the
tening post and began to signal to him afterward
Institute.
hands.
with both
Many of Fanny Crosby's best known
"What's the matter?" shouted the
hymns are to be found In the populnr
driver.
gospel hymn books.
"Hush !" said the doughboy In a lotf Moody and Sankey
and true reearnestness
simple
The
head"You're
and agonized whisper.
hymns
make them
of
her
spirit
ligious
ed straight toward the German lines.
Some of the best,
ever.
as
popular
as
don't
around
and
turn
sake
God's
For
Including "Jesus Is Calling," "Only a
speak above a whisper."
Step to Jesus," "Come, Great Delivthe
boomed
!"
h
"Whisper,
have been sung by
driver. "I've got to turn four mules erer" and others
recorded for the
great
and
artists
around."
,
phonograph..

Returning soldiers. tell a good story
of a mule driver In France. He was
e
team hitched to a
driving a
ration wagon and, as he told the story,
he lost his way In the night and mist
and drove ritlit through the American
trench line, which was not continuous
at that point, and started rumbling
along an old road which led across No
Man's Land. He had gone a few rods
when a doughboy jumped nit of a lis-

v
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weighing over a pound, net.
What are you paying for
coffee?

THE
Strange Animals.

'

THE
Spanish-America- n

RlOISTICHIU AC0U8T 17. IBIS

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER
SnfcicriptMa J2 C9

Entered as

second-clas-

s

rr

Twl

matter

at the
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Those quaint box hedges, which one
sometimes sees nowadays In the British Isles, cut out "on the top Into curious little shapes ot birds and animals,
are of exceedingly ancient lineage,
ritny the Younger In describing the
garden of one of his villas mentions
"animals In box, facing each other,"
and this was perhaps In about the
year 100 A. D.

postoflice in Roy, New Mexico

Takes No Chance en Bad Luck.

Many peoples believe that HI lnck
will be the portion of a child who cuts
Recently the United States
Its upper teeth firgt, and there are one
Court at Washington, D.- C, deicreed or two African tribes who so firmly bepass.
law
inanection
that the rasoline
lieve this that In order to spare the
cd by the 1919 New Mexico State child a life of misery1, they promptly
Legislature was unconstitutional ana kill any child whose upper teeth aptherefore null and void.
pear first. Another tribe sees bad
This law was conceived for the pur- fortune for every" one In twins, and
pose of furnishing jobs to a number Avoids It by sliiying them all.
of "lame ducks" and provided for an
inspection tax of two cents per gallon
Lizards Victims of Curiosity.
on all gasoline sold in the state. ImLittle boys of the Orient often capmediately upon this law taking effect
over a year ago, the manufacturera' tad lizards by catering to their curiosagentó charged the retail dealers an ity. When one of them spies a lizard
additional two cents per gallon to cov-tv- ia that has scurried Into a crevice he
tnv. and the retailers in turn tuatoes a slipknot of colored straw and
added two cents per gallon to their holds It before the hole. After a time
price to the consumer. Hence we oiu he Is rewarded by seeing the tiny creastory "the consumer or common old ture coming out to examine the curious thing before Its den and later it
geezer footed the bill."
Automobile owners and gasoline actually puts Its head into the noose,
users of this state are entitled to a which Is quickly drawn together by
rebate of approximately $218,000 Of the watchful boy.
money illegally collected from them.
The manufacturers' agents have colSnakes' Changes of Skin.
lected thi3 money and are still at this
It appears that snakes change their
time collecting it from these distribu- skins several times a year before reachtors, and immediate steps should be ing the adult state. The main reason
taken to stop it. the manufacturers' why shakes cast their skins Is to proagents should be compelled to turn vide íor Increased growth. The, skin
over the two cents per gallon collect- of a snake does, not grow with the
ed to the State Highway Commission growth of the body, as Is the case with
to be used in the maintenance of the warm blooded creatures. So when It
state roads.
begins to get too tight It Is discarded.
The money rightfully belongs to
not
must
those who contributed it, and
spasmodic irire oiarter.
be permitted to be diverted to any pp
When a man lets his wife pick out
fund.
litical slush
his neckties and shirts It Is an Indication that they are soulmates or else
D. K. B. SELLERS
he Is henpecked. Indianapolis Star.
Sopi-em-

-

The

Bug Bible.

"The Bug Bible," published In 1551,
contains the phrase "Afraid of bugs
by night," where the King James version reads, "Terror by night."

""
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THE FUTURE IS
THE PAST

Materials'

v

Figured Voils
Foulards, xepher Ginghams
Renfro Ginghams, Georgettes and

Poplins

For more than mm years under the present management, the ROY TRUST & SAVINGS BANK hae
ment 'Rest" and is pleaded to place at the
disposal of its customers the facilities gained during this period of continuous service
and growth, confidently believing it can
meeet every requirement of the most
discriminative.
.

PleaÜng Patterns and colorings in un-

Capital $50,000.00
Surplus, 3,000.00

usual variety. : Make your selections
while the choice is best.
SMOCKS in all the newest fabrics and
styles at remarkable prices. We have
Smock fabrics also. Our line of "Princess" waists show splendid quality at
reasonable prices.
Another shipment of , Trimmed Hats
has arrived.
Ladies Home Journal Patterns sold here only

THE ROY TRUST
& SAVINGS BANK
REGISTERED
PERCHERON STALLIONS
MAMMOTH JACKS
CATTLE
(Milking Strain)
POLAND CHINA HOGS

THOKOBRED,

FOR SALE 1,000 acres ef good
level wheat land three miles west of
Mills, N. M.
Price, $15.00 per acre.
d
cash balance on easy pay.
menta. See

ROAN-DURHA-

One-thir-

J. P. FELTON,

See
Fred S. Brown, Roy, N. M.
C. E. Hartley, Clayton, N. M, or
H. F. Thornton, Hillsbero, Iowa.

Mills, N. Mex.

Opportunity.
Opportunity Is a fine thing. So fln
In fact, that some of us miss It.

Get Rit and Colorite at this store

Two weanling pigs, any

WANTED
breed.

H. A, GRAY,

at the

Roy Depot.

Roy Trading Co.
"A Pleasant place to Trade"

Unele Eben.
i
'Some men," eald Uncle Eben, "git
flclrse'fs all tired out dodgln' work."

-

'

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
Here is the Ford Runabout, a perfect
Fits into the daily life of
of utility.
everybody, anywhere, everywhere, and all the
time. For town and country, it is all that its
name implies a Runabout. Low ia cost of
operation ; low in cost of maintenance, with
all the sturdy strength, dependability and reliability for which Ford cars are noted. We'd be
pleased to have your order for one or more. We
have about everything in motor car acces
sories, and always have a full line cf genuine
Ford parts give genuine Ford service.
whiil-TFi-

nd

í

BeckMotor
1íTfiíl J.W.Company
BECK, Manager.

Cleaning and Pressing
all Clothing for

LADIES and GENTLEMEN

Suits Made to Order
From Careful

Expert JVIeasurement
AH Work Guaranteed.
and

"Doc" Mc Cargo,
FOSTER BLOCK.

ROY,

New Mexico

Fairview Pharmacy
!

To the individual player goes the honor of scoring, but it's

'

:j

I

I
;;i

!

T

SjfMaking the goal in perfect form
f

I

The Roy Drug Store

I

clothes because of the
the way. We consistently score in
taüors who
skflled
and
designers
wonderful team play in the vast orgariizatíon of

II
I

0ÍLJi

Ice Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain,

I

Char spring and summer woolens and exclusive style suggestions are ready to show you

W

Í

J

TAILORING

Floersheim Mercantile Co.

I

Proprietor,

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

I

taflored-to-individual-meas-

I

M. D. GIBBS,

All Popular Drinks and Ices
KODAKS

L

1

RND

EASTMAN

FILMS

AND

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

News Stand,
COMPLETE

L,HE

DMLY
OF

papers magazines

ToJIet

Cigars and Tobacco
Copyrieiit by Ed. V, Price & Co,

SUPPLIES

(
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THI

tMNISH-AMCRICA-

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
(NOTARIAL SEAL)
STATE CORPORATION
My commission expires June 8, 1920
COMMIS
Department of the Interior V, S. Land
SION OF NEW MEXICO
ENDORSED
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Certificate of Comparison
No. 1C;;:
&
April 7, 1920
United State óf America )
Cor. Rec",Yol. 'i. Page A,
) S3
Notice is hereby given that Decider-i- a
poration of
Certificate ot
Martinez,' of Roy, N. M., who on
State of New Mexico
)
BANK OF ROY
It is Hereby Certified, that the an Filed in Office o' State Corporation
Feb. 3, 1917, made H. E.'No. 02E1
nexed is a full, true and complete
for NHSH, SEViSWW,, Sec. 5, NW
Commission of New Mexico
MAR 29 192010:30 A. M.
NWV Sec. 8, Twp. 19N., Rng 35E., transcript of the
Certificate of Incorporation
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
A. L, MORRISON,
i
intention to make Three Year Proof
of
Clerk
BANK OF ROY
to establish claim to the Land above
Compared JJO to MH.
described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
(No. 10489)
Commissioner, at Roy, N. M., on the Lwith the endorsement thereon, at ame
Notice for publication
appears on file and of record in the Department of the Interior U. S. Land
4th day of June, 1920,
office of the State Corporation ComClaimant names as witnesses:
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Jose Leandro Martinez, Nazario mission.
April 10, 1920
In Testimony Whereof, the State
Baca. Jacob J. Digness, Francisco A,
Notice is hereby given that Lealon
Corporation
M,
Roy,
N.
Commission of the State R. Dick, of Kephart, N. M., who on
Martinez, all ef
of New Mexico has caused this certifi November 8th, 1916, made H. E. No.
PA2 VALVERDE,
be signed by its Chairman 023369, Tor Lots 6, 6,
Register, cate-tSE' NWÍ4, and
and the seal of said Commission, to NE'i SWtt Sec. 6, Twp. 21N., Rng.
be affixed at the City of Santa Fe on 30E., N. M. P. M., has filed notice
publication
notice
this 29th day of Marcn a. D. 1920.
intention fo make Three Year Proof
- 1 of
Department of the Interior Ü. S. Land
(SEAL)
to establish claim to the land above
Hugh
Clayton,
Mexico
New
Office at
h. williams
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
April 7, 1S20
Chairman, Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
' Police is hereby given that Sefer-J- o Attest:
M., on the 16th day of June, 1920.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Garcia, of Roy, N. M., who, on Dee.
Claimant names as witnesses:
ARTICLES
OF INCORPORATION
fiO, 1919, made H. E. No, 024914, for
Will Heath, B. II. Smith, Lytll
NNW'U, SE'ttNWU, SWV Sec. 21 OF "BANK OF ROY" OF ROY, Hazen, J. D. Campbell,, all of Kephart,
J$E'
NEW MEXICO
NE4 Sec. 20, Twp. 19N., Rng
New Mexico.
We, the undersigned, for ourselves,
2BE., N. M. P. M., has filed notice of
PAZ VALVERDE,
intention to rusks Three Ysar Proof our associates and successors, have
Register.
to estanlbh aáhn to the lanl above associated ourselves together for the
described, before W. H. Wilkox, U.S. parpóse of onwtig a corporation un
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Commissioner at Roy, 'N. M., on the der the Laws of the State of New Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Mexico, United States of America,
7th day of June, 1920.
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
and wo hereby certify and declare as
Claimant names as witnesses:
April 10, 1920
follows:
Can
Gomez,
Juan
de
Jesus
Hilario
Notice is hereby given that Juan
cor1.
of
corporate
name
the
The.
doval, Juan Isidro Romero, Vicente
Watrous of Sabinoso, N. M., who on
poration is "Bank of Roy."
Baca, all of Roy, N. M.
i
Feb. 23", 1915.
and Jan 27,
2. This corporation is organized
PAZ VALVERDE,
1916, made Original and Additional
namely,
the
following
purposes,
for
Register.
2
To conduct the business tf receiving Homestead Entries No. 022755, 025708
deposits of money, of dealing in com- 'or E SW 'Sec. 24, and E NW4,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
W
NWV4; and N
NE, Section
Department of the Interior U. S. Land mercial paper; of making loans there- 25, Township 17N., Range 24 E.,
peron
of
money
or
loaning
'real
on;
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
sonal property; and ol discounting N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intenApril 7, 1920
tion to make Three Year Proof to esnotes, or other commercial pabills,
Notice is hereby given that Manuel
tablish claim to the land above deselling
of
buying
per;
of
and
the
and
M. Cordova, of Sabinoso, N. M., who
scribed, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
gold
or
bullion
silver
securities,
and
13, 1916, made Add! H. E.
Commissioner
at Roy, N. M., on the
foreign coins or bills of exchange; and,
No. 023375, for
1st day of June, 1920.
the
in
on
carry
business
general,
to
iSec."7, Twp. 17N., .Rng. 25E., N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
commercial bank and to do any
'P, M., has filed notice of intention to of a all
Miguel Estrada, Valentin Baca, Fran
in
things
connection
with
and
other
to establish
make Three Year-Proocisco
Quintana, Antonio Quintana, all
of
said
operating
(claim to the land above described, "be the 'running and
of Sabinoso, N. M.
in
conformity
with
the
as
business
is
fore Elíseo C. Cordova, U. S. Cum- - banking laws of the state of New
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
missioner at Trementina, N. M., 'on Mexico.
2
Register.
the "7th day of June, 1920.
3. The name of the town and counFOR
NOTICE
PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
ty in which the business of such corFrancisco Esquibel, Sabinoso, N.M., poration is to be conducted is Roy, Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Offfice at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Esteban Cordova, Sabinoso, N. UL, Mora County, New. Mexico.
April 16, 1920
Casimiro Andrada, Roy, N. M., PruJT
4. The amount
the Capital Stock
Notice is hereby given that Bernardencio Martinez, Trementina, N. "M.
of such corporation is Thirty Thous- do Trujillo, of Roy, Mora Co., N. M.,
PAZ VALVERDE,
numRegister and ($30,000.00) Dollars and the One wh on Feb. 28, 1913, and Jan 10,
4 24
ber' of shares of the par value of
1917, made H. E. Nos. 017966 and
Hundred ($100.) Dollars each into 025640 for SW14SEÍ4,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
SENE4, EH
which the same shall be divided is
SE, Sec. 1, and NW'4NE, N
Department of the Interior U. S. Lartd Three hundred (300)
NW"i, and NENE
Sec. 12, Twp.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
5. The names and residences of the 20N., Rng. 24E., N. M.
M., has filed
P.
April 7, 1920
persons who have in good faith agreed
Notice is hereby given that John to subscribe for such Capital Stock, notice of intention to make Three Year
M. McDaniel, of Mills, N. M., who on and the amount to be subscribed by PreOf to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster
Feb. 13, 1917, made H. E. No. U24530
each, are as follows:
,
U. S. Commissioner at Roy N. M, on
N.-SW4for SSWy.
NAME, RESIDENCE AND P. O.
2nd day of June, 1920.
the
Twp.
Rng.27E
3,
22N.,
NSE4, Sec.
SHARES AND VALUE ,
Claimant names as witnesses:
N. 'M. P. M.. has filed notice of intern John W. Harris, East Las Vegas, N.
Juan J. Trujillo, Adolfo Montoya,
ition .to make Three Year Prodf, to
M., 10 shares, $1000..
establish claim to the land above de R. H. Bentley, Roy, N. M., 10 shares, Jose M.' MaestaS, Jose CMaestás,íaIl
of Roy, N. Mscribed, before F. H. Foster, U. "S.
$1000.
.FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Commissioner, at Roy, N. M on the Henry W. Farmer, Roy, N. M., 10
'
2
Register.
"8th day of June, 1920.
shares, $1000.
witnesses:
as
names
Claimant
M. N. Baker, Roy, N. M., 10 shares,
W. L. Dunn, W. S. Dunn, n. "W
$1000.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Powell, W. W. Wlaters, all of "Mills, Henry Krabbenschmidt, Roy, N. M.,
f
New Mexico
10 shares, $1000.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
PAZ VALVERDE,
Cipriano Lujan, Roy.lN. M., 10 shares,
Office' at Clayton, New Mexico.
'
Register,
$1000.
March 17, 1920v
George H. Hunker, Eastl Las Vegas,
Notice is hereby given that Helen
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
240 shares, $24,000.
J. Keiaer, of Gallegos, New Mexico,
6. The period for said corporation who,
n September 18, 1916, made
Department of the Interior U. S. Laml
ttocexist is fifty (50) years from the Homestead Entry, No. 023111, for
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
April 7, 1920
,
date of this instrument.
NE'A of Sec.,25, Tp. 17 N., Range
tZ. The .names and residences of 31 E
Notice is herebv eriven that minor
nd .NWÍ4 of Section 30, TownBadley. of Roy, N. M., who on ec the Directors who shall aerve until the ship 17 K, Range 32 E N. M.' P.
15, 1915, made H. E. No. 021382, for first Tuesday in January following the Meridian, has filed notice of inten-querNEKSWU, NWV
Sate of this certificate, aKtl until their
N. TA., tion to make Fina Three
WMiNE1, Sec. 12, Twp. 19N., Rng KWCes3ors are elected and qualified, Year Proof,, to establish claim to the
land above (described, before A. A.
25E., N. M. P. M., has filed notice of are as follows:
POST OFFICE
NAME
Wynne, U. :S. Commissioner,
at his
intention to make Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above John W. Harris, East Las Vegas,N.M. office in Mosquero, N. Méx., on the
M
Eleventh daycof .May, 1920.
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Geo. H. .Hunker, East Las Vegas, N.
.Commissioner, at Roy. N. M., on the Henry W. farmer, Roy, N.
Claimant names ai witnesses:
M. N. Baker, Roy, N. M.
Joe F. Keiser, of Gallegos, N.ew
10th day of Jure 1920
Henry Jírabbenschmidt, Roy, JSJ. M.
s,
Mexico, Lewie C. Anderson, of
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cipriano
Lujan, Roy N. M.
RychNew Mexico, Walter K. Cooke,
John
Sandsbury,
H.
James
of Gallegos, New .Mexico, Joseph S.
'lewshi, Harry Reed, Len Sandsbury, R. H. Bentley, Roy, N. M.
8. The name of the agent who shall Baker, of Gallego, New Mexico.
.
all of Roy, N.
be in charge of the principal effice
PAZ VALVERDE,
FAZ VALVERDE,
this corporation and upon whom 3 1
of
Register.
Register.
424 2
process ginst ibe corporation can Jbe
served is K. H. .Bentley, wnose pci
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR WBLICATION
office address is Roy, New Mexico.
Land
S.
U.
Department of the Interior
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF we Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
have hereunto et our hands and seals
Office at Clayton. New Mexico,
April 10, 1020
this 17th day of March, 1020.
March '17, 1920,
Notice is hereby gives that William
M, N, Baker
Notice is hereby given that Nathan
M. Tennison, of Bueyeros, N. M., who
Henry W. Farmer
R. Wright, of Gallegos N. M., who,
on Dec. 27, 1915, and Dec. 15, 1917,
Henry Krabbensclwnidt
on
June 8, 1916, made Enlarged Homeos.
ana
Orig.
E,
Aaai
made H.
Geo. H. Hunker
stead, No. 022303, for N. V, Section
021418, 023350 for Wtt SEtf, E
R. H. Bentley
33, Township 17, Range 31, N. M. P.
E SEA
SWtt, and EMt
Jno. W .Harria
Meridian, has filed notice of inten
Sec. 35, Twp. 21N., Rng. 31E., N. M. STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
tion
to make Three Year Proof, to esto
intention
of
P. M., has filed notice
)
COUNTY OF MORA
tablish claim to the land above demake Final Three Year Proof, to esOn the 17th day of March, 1920, be.
tablish claim to the land above de- fore me personally appeared M. N. scribed, before U. S. Commissioner
A. A. Wynne, at Mosquero, N. Méx.,
Receiver
and
Register
scribed before
Baker, Henry W. Farmer and Henry
11, day of May, 1920.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M, on Krabhenschmidt t me known to be on the
Claimant names as witnesses:
the 16th day of June, 1920.
the persons described in and who exR. N. Rogers, W. J. Hale, J. T.
Claimant names as witnesses:
ecuted the foregoing iinstrument and Flowers, W. R. McClane, all of Gal- M.,
Abran
N.
Cone,
William Jefferjr,
acknowledged that they executed the legos, N. Mex.
Garcia, Bueyeros, N. M., Claude Paru same as their free act and deed.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Bueyeros, N. M-- , Ramon Martinez,
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have 3 1
Jtegistr.
M.
Miera, N.
hereuno set my hand and affixed my
PAZ VALVERDE,
in
year
this
day
and
Register. official seal the
4
certificate first above written.
(NOTARIAL SEAL)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Run-Dow- n
JACOB FLOERSHEIM
Notary Public.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
My commission expires April 4th
.
April 10, 1920
1923.
Tomdlian
Notice is hereby given that
STATE OF NEW MEXICO)
You'll never get quick starting
)SS
A. Rice of Rosebud, N. M., who on Apr
for
023564,
No.
and
brilliant lights from batterE.
H.
29, 1916, made
COUNTY OF SAN MIGUEL)
32E.,
NV6 Sec. 20, Twp. 17N, Rng.
On this 22 day of March, 1920, be ies that are run down and weak.
N M P. M., has filed notice of inten- fore me personally appeared John W.
It is hard on your electric systion to make Final Three Year Proof Harri3, Geo. H. Hunker and R. H.
above
land
tem
to let batteries run low.
the
Bentlev to me known to be the per
to establish claim to
described, before A. A. Wynne, U. sons described in and who executed the
Let us take over your battery
Mosforegoing instrument and acknowledg problems.
S. Commissioner at his office in
of
June
day
12th
quero, N. M., on the
ed that they executed the same as
Batteries Tested Free.
1920.
heeir free act and deed.
In witnesss whereof, I have hereunto
Claimant names as witnesses:
Exp;rt Service.
W. A. Rockwell, J. H. Anderson, set my hand and affixed my official seal
of
ell
Keiser,
A.
Paul G. Paiz and J.
the day and year in this certificate
ANDERSON GARAGE
Colleges, N. M.
first above written.
VALVERDE(
and Machine Works
C. OPAL JONES
' Register.
Notary Public.
:.

DENTIST

,

H. S. Murdoch
Springer, will be in
5

ROY,

22

24 th

May, 17 to

Call early and let us examin
your teeth. NO CHARGE
FOR CONSULTATION.

Office at Kitchelle Hotel

.

for

Classified
Ads
Rate 5c per line each insertion. Six ordinary words
make a line. ,

5--

FOR SALE
1

have for Sale, a
SHORT-HOR-

r---

4--

high-grad-

e

BULL,

N

and

extra good.

See him at my farm near SoC. J. BURTON.
lano.
320 acre Farm, all farm land, 6 miles
north of Roy, $20.00 per acre.

J. L. SWAIM,
Roy New, Mexico

2t

FOR SALE One brown mare 5
years, weight 1100, one solid black
Percheon horse 4 years, weight 1500.
one brown mare mule 4 years, weight
1000. AH in gtfbd shape. See
JOHN R. NUTTER,
Roy, N. Mex.
tf

2d IIand FORO For Sale
At your own price.
BAUM BRO'S.
PHOTOGRAPHERS

5--

x

Photos
For farm views

5--

o,

SE,

SSW,

Gal-lego-

4--

Í-2-

5--

NErnd

4--

5--

5--

Batter-

ies Cause Trouble

4--

2

see- -

March

Notice is hereby given that Bern- ardino Cordova, of Mosquero, N. M.r
bo, on April 26, 1915, made Home
stead Entry, No. 019917, for N
of
Sec. 21, Twp. 17N, Rng 29E., N. Mr
P. Meridian, has filed notice of in
tention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before A. A. Wynne,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office in
Mosquero, N. M., on the Tenth day
1920, file In this office his duly corroborated application to contest and secure of May 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
the cancellation of your H. E. Seria
Francisco L. Vigil, of Mosquero,
No. 021959, made 1915 for
N,
NMPM. N. M., Juan M. Vigil, of Mosquero, NSec. 33, T. 18N, R, 80E,
M., Carlos Montoya, of Mosquero,
and as grounda for hii contest alleges M., Salomon Perea, of Mosquero, N- whol
has
Powers
said
Thomas
that
M.
ly abandoned his said homestead .enPAZ VALVERDE,
try, never established residence there
1
Register,
3
on, and nas wnoiiy iauea to compiy
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
with the law as regards residence and
cultivation and that tbese defects ex Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
ist, and have existed from the time of
Notice is hereby given that Jacobo
filing to the date hereof, Feb, 26, 1920
abandonment L. Casados of Gallegos, N. M., who on
and that said
to
the entry-man- .s Nov. 27, 1918, made H. E. No. 021093
due
not
absence
was
and
for Stt of Section 17, Twp. 17N., Rng
employment in any Military 32E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noservice or Naval or Marine Service of tice of intention to make Final Three
the United States.
Year Proof to establish claim to the
A. A.
You are, therefore, further notified land above described before
that the said allegations will be taken Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at his
by this office as having been confess office in Mosquero, N. M., on the 24th
ed by you, and your said entry will be day of May, 1920.
cancelled thereunder without your lur- Claimant names as witnesses:
ther right to be heard therein, either Alfonzo C. de Baca, Gallegos, N. M,
before this office or on appeal, if you Comito Caches, Gallegos, N. M.
fail to file in this office within twenty Juan Luis Baca, Gallegos, N. M.
days after the FOURTH publication of Matías L. Casados, Mosquero, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE.
this notice, as shown below, your anRegister,
8
swer, under oath, specifically meeting
and responding to these allegations of
contest, or if you fail within that time
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
to file in this office due proof that you Department of the Interior U. S. Land
have served a copy of your answer
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
on the said contestant either in perApril 10, 1920
son or by registered mail. If this
Notice is hereby given that Freder
service is made by the delivery of a ick N. Coldiron, of Roy, Mora Co., N.
copy of your answer to the contest- M, who, on Sept. 16, 1918, made Ad'l
ant in person, proof of such service H. E. No. 023855, for Lot 4, Sec. 31,
must be either the said contestant s and SW
NEV4 Sec. 30, Twp. 20N
written acknowledgment of his re Rng 28E., N. M. P. M., has filed no
ceipt of the copy, showing the date of tice of intention to make Final Three
its receipt, or the affidavit of the per- Year Proof to establish claim to the
son by whom the delivery was made land above described, before F. H. Fos.
stating when and where the copy was ter, U. S. Commissioner at his office
delivered; if made by registered mail, at Roy, N. M., on the 14th day of June
proof of such service must consist of 1920.
the affidavit of the person by whom
Claimant names as witnesses:
the copy was mailed stating when and
David Ledoux, Pat Ledoux, J. G.
the postoffice to which it was mailed, Gambrell, W. T. Coldiron, all of Roy,
and this affidavit must be accompanied New Mexico.
by the postmaster's receipt for the
PAZ VALVERDE,
letter.
Register.
You should state in your answer thej
name of the postoffice to which you
Notice for publication
desire future notices to be sent to J"3U.
isolated
public land sale
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Money to Loan
Liberal Amounts,
mo Commissions
r Straight Rates.
Southwestern Realty Co.

Phone

3

on

5--

4--

5--

4--

5--

Date of first publication, Apr, 10, 920 Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
- second
- - 17
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
- third
- - - 24 April 10, 1920 .
- fourth
"C-- ' of 4 5 1920,
- May 1 - NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
General Land Office, under provisions
Department of the Interior U. S. Land of Sec. 2155, R. S., pursuant to the
Office- - at Clayton, "New Mexico
application of Na'.han Habeeb Azar of
April 10, 1920
Clayton, N M. S rial No. 0?6764, we
Notice ia hereby given that Marion
highI. Gilmore of David, N. M., who on will offer at ublic sc'.c, to the
April 9, 1917, made H. E. No. 024862, est bidder, but at not less than $5.(0'
for SV6SWÍ4, NWV4 SW
and SWtt per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M., on the ;
NW
of Sec. 8, Twp. 18N., Range 16th day of June. 19U)' next, at this
30E., N. M. P. M., has filed notice of office, the following tract of land:
Sec. 13, T.20 N. R.30E:
intention to make Final Three Year NEJ-SE- i,
Proof, to establish claim to the land N M. P. M.
above described, before A. A. Wynne,
The sale will not be kept open, but
U. S. Commissioner at his office in will be declared closed when those
Mosquero, N. M.
June 12, 1920
present at the hour named have ceased
Claimant names as witnesses:
bidding. The person making the highGeorge B. Spivey, Pierce Fields, est bid will be required to immediately
David C. Fields, Charlea P. Fields, all pay to the Receiver the amount thereof David, N. M. of.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Any persons claiming adversely the
.

.

s

25,

NOTICE I Will stand my $3,000.00
rercheron horse at my llace for yeai
1320 for $10.00.
'
,
L N. DeWEESE,
Mosquero, N. M.
Good
Percheon Stallion,
weight over 1300 Jbs. for sale or will
trade for good span of mules. See
him at my farm.
JOE WOODWORD,
Boy, N. M, R. "A."

FOR SALE:-320-AFARM
Register.
8 miles East of Roy.
Well im
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
proved, well, fence. RFD. and
Department
of the Interior U. S. Land
phone. Priced to sell
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
RICHARD REYNOLDS.
April 10, 1920
.Notice is hereby given that Joseph
CRE

4--

WANTED
BOARDERS WANTED Three or
four men for regular board.
MRS. T. A. SMITH,
Roy New Mex.

2

H. Anderson, of Gallegos, N. M., who
on March 15, 1916, made H. E. No.
021872, for Stt of Sec. 15, Twp. 17N.,
Rng. 31E., N. M. P. M., has filed
.of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof to' establish claim to the
land above described,, before A. A.
Wynne, U. S. Commissioner at. his
office in Mosquero, N. M., on the 11th
day of June, 1920.
no-ti-

land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register..
above-describ-

2

NOTICE FOR

PUBLICATION-ISOLATE-

.TRACT

PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior, U. S. Lano

at Clayton, New Mexico.
20
of
Apr. 0, J920
Notice is hereby given that, as directed
by the Commissioner
of the General
Land oflice. unW urovisinnsi nf Ron
2455. R. S. pursuant to the application
ui íNuinun naoeen Azar, or Llavton,.
N.M. Serial No. n?K7Hfi. will nffo.
Office

"C"

5

Wanted To Buy: A farm or ranch,
if at a bargain price have nothing
definite in mind as to size or locality
Claimant names as witnesses:
naturally will prefer as near town or
Joseph Keiser, W. A. Rockwell, at puti'i" sale, to the highest bidder,
railroad as price and fertility being
Ollie Kershner all of but at not less than 85,00 per acre, at
equal. Address box 221 Webb City, Charlie Pryor,
10 O'clock A. M . nn thfi nth itow
Gallegos, N. M.
.
Junp. (H20 npxt.at this office, the follow
Missouri.
PAZ VALVERDE.
ing
of land; WJ-SSec. 12,
Register. Ti'O tract
N, T.30E,
NMI M
I have a fine, Registered "Big-Ben- "
Poland-China
The sale will not le kept open, but
strain,
Boar one year old
which I keep at the head of my herd.
will be declared closed when these p
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Parties wishing to breed to him will
at the hour named have ceased
be accommodated.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land bidding. The person making the high'
pd.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
JOE WOODWARD,
est bid will be required to immediately
April 10, 1920
Route A.
Notice is hereby given that James pay to the Receiver the ammount
ESTRAY MULE Small, mouse-cB. Duvall, of Mosquero, N. M., who thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely th
ored, horse male, unbranded, dragging on Oct. 3, 1916, made H.E. No. 020602
of above- - pescribed land are ndvised to
of Sec. 32, and SW
a short rope. Report to
for SE
. file their claims, or objections, on or
Sec. 33, Twp. 19N., Rng 29E., N.
LEHMER DUNN,
75pd.
Roy. New Mex.
M., has filed notice of intention to before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
make Final Three Year Proof to es
5 22
de
above
land
to
claim
the
tablish
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
scribed, before A. A. Wynne, U. S.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land Commissioner at his office in Mos
The Business Part
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
quero, N. M., on the 17th day of June,
A dog had bitten a child In pur neigh1920.
April 10, 1920
borhood, and we were discussing the
Notice is hereby given that Frank
Claimant names as witnesses:
Incident.
One neighbor Inioruied us
John U. Tobler, Fred P. Tinker, that the dog was part poodle and part
C. Metcalf of Milb, Mora Co., N. M.,
who on March 2, 1917, made Add'l H. Charles Waldron, R. M. Lunsford, all bull. Frank, who had llsteneJ eagerly
E., No. 024660, for NEV Sec. 17, Twp of Mosquero, N. M.
to the conversation, turned to his
PAZ VALVEKDE,
22N., Rng. 26E., N. M. P. M. has filed
mother and asked: "Mother, which,
Register. part bit him?' Exchange.
notice of intention to make Final three
year PrOof to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner at his ofCleaning White Paint
Expensive Leather.
fice at Roy, N .M., on the 9th day of
Spirits ot ammonia used In sufThe finest and most expensive
June, 1920.
,
ficient quantities to soften the water
leather goods are produced at
Claimant names as witnesses:
leather Is and ordinary hard soap will make a
In China.
The
George Jordon, W. L. Brockman,
lizard, shark, dolphin and white painted surface look white and
Herman Seitz, J. B. Proctor, ail of mada from
which are very strong clean with half the effort of any other
snnke
skins,
Mills, N. M.
Snnke skins are used for method. Care should be taken not to
and
durable.
PAZ VALVERDE,
f
lies, )1m?s, purses, pockethooks, etc. hnve too much ammonia.
Register.
4--

5--

le-se- nt

ol

M-P-

4--

5--

o,

:;

4--

5--

,

17, 1920.

tract

FINANCIAL

4--

4--

"

L. E. Deubler

SSE,

.

Department of the Interior, United
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clavton, New Mexico,
.Mar 22, 1920
,
Contest No. 6628
To Thomas Powers, of David, N.Mex,
Contestee:
You are hereby notified that
Charlea N. Munn,
who gives
David, New Mexico,
as his postoffice address, did on Mar. 12

4--

.

NSE, NNE,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Apartment of the Interior, U.'S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.

,

D.D.S.of

.

.

6--

NOTICE OF CONTEST

THE

FOREIGN.

'

SPANISH-AMERICA-

NAME "BAYER" ON
GENUINE ASPIRIN

ADLlElilA IS

DOESN'T HEED AI1Y
Four persons were killed, sixteen In
jured seriously and more than 100 bnr- ied In wreckage when a billiard hall
LAXATIVES NOW
OFFERED TO U.
collapsed at Wolverhomton, England.
III
Spain has decided to enter the sys
Joy, without
Mr, Becker saya Ufa I
f
.
tem of "European aerial communicaconstipation or stomach
i
A gigantic aerodrome will be es
tion.
Take tablets only as told in each "Bayer" package.
trouble.
CAUOHT FROM THE NETWORK OP tablished at Bilboa as the starting GREAT BRITAIN GETS MESOPOTA
MIA AND PALESTINE FRANCE
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
place for postal flight.
"I had catarrh of tha stomach and head
"'
BolTAKES SYRIA.'
for three years. My stomach wai bo bad
.
Another heavy attack by the
THE WORLD.
that every time I ate anything sweet,
shevlkl on the Polish front, which was
uch ai fruit or pastry, the burning hot
fightby
hard
by
the
Poles
off
beaten
water would run out of my mouth. I
coming, is announced in an official
took a laxative every night.
DIVIDED
WAR SPOILS
Since taking Mllki Emulsion my bow
DURING THE PASTVEEK munique Just Issued at Warsaw.
Ü3
els move regularly. I have now taken
Fifteen workmen were killed and
ten bottles and have gained 10H pounds.
eighty wounded during recent labor
All my friends remark how fine I am
looking, and It seems a pleasure to live
In the Asturias region, ac
disturbances
REMO
SAN
AT
COUNCIL
SUPREME
EVENT8
IMPORTANT
OF
RECORD
again, without stomach trouble." Bert
cording to reports received at Madrid,
DESTROYING CONTROL OF
Becker, Miami, Ohio.
CONDEN8ED FOR BUSY
Spain. Order has been restored everyPhysics usually make slaves out of
NATIONS.
SMALL
where, It Is announced.
PEOPLE.
their users, and weaken the' bowels instead of correcting them. Etomoch trouble
The "Bayer 'Cross" is the signature Headache, Toothache, Earache, Ne
A decree has been Issued providing
in many cases is directly due to
army
for the reduction of the Italian
of the true "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin." ralgla, Rheumatism, Lumbago, Sciatica,
Western Newspaper Union New Service.
Western Newspaper Union Newt Benrtca.
to ten army corps. Reduction In the
Milks Emulsion is a pleasant, nutritive The name "Bayer" Is only on genuine Neuritis.
WESTERN.
It re- Aspirin prescribed by physicians for Tin boxes of 12 tablets cost only
San Remo, April 20 The Supreme food and a corrective medicine.
number of Officers and the establishdobowel
action,
healthy,
natural
to
stores
request
few cents. Druggists also sell larger
Tex
formal
sending
a
is
Tevarkana,
Council
Federal officers at
ment of a uniform system of recruitneed of pills and phys- over eighteen years.
away
ing
all
with
United
box
"Bayer" packages. Aspirin la the trade
as., selezd twenty stills, found in a
ing for eight months' service are pro- President Wilson that the
quickly
promotes
appetite
and
ics.
It
States government take the mandate puts the digestive organs In shape to as. , In every handy "Bayer" package are mark of Bayer Manufacture of Mono
car billed out of Chicago for Mexico vided for.
The council is leaving slmllate food. As a builder of flesh and proper directions for Pain, Colds, aceticacidester of Sallcyllcacld.
via Laredo. The boxes containing the
Polish newspapers give reports from for Armenia.
the arbitration of strength Milks Emulslcn Is strongly recWilson
President
to
stills were labelled "tin sheeting."
con
source
tne
a Russian
that after
to those whom sickness has
ItsConditfon.
over
the boundaries of ommended
differences
the
hav
with
charged
quest of Rostov and Novorosslsk by
Mrs. Mary Dean,
weakened, and Is a powerful aid In re.
division
be
"Ts he a real movie fan?"
to
seems
There
Armenia.
"Why do they allude to a baseball
sisting and repairing the effects of wasting murdered her husband, was
the Bolshevists, the red army mur
Chronic stomach trouble as á sphere?" "I suppose because it
to whethsay so. Why, he even wears a
as
ing
council
"I'll
diseases.
of
part
the
on
the
Superior
Jury
In
by
3,000
and
a
more
officers
than
Insane
dered
and constipation are promptly relieved
Its vicin
celluloid collar." Film Fun.
Is the whirled."
Court at San Luis Obispo, Cal. She soldiers of Denlkine's army in hos er the region of Erzerum and territory usually In one day.
In
the
Included
be
should
ity
This Is the only solid emulsion maae,
will be committed to the State Hos pitáis and prisons.
of the Armenian republic. The Turk and so palatable that It Is eaten with a
pital for the Insane at Agnew.
Bolshevik attempts to threaten China
ish nationalists are strongly claiming spoon like Ice cream. Truly wonderful
Frank Smith and Mrs. Marshall by advancing from the Ingoda valley,
for weak, sickly children.
Erzerum for themselves.
No matter how severe your case, you
Neallea were drowned In West Main northwest of Chita, have been entirely
frnin Sun Uerao annotinchlua
urged to try Milks Emulsion under
are
Yuma,
Canal, cluht miles south of
frustrated by Japanese and
Almost Every Human Ailment oDeninsr. A few bottles of S. S. S..
decl8,on of the Supreme Coun- this guarantee Take six bottles home
blood medicine,
Ariz., when an nutomoblle In which iorces as a result oí a Dame iougm ai i ,r
v A,0nia nn impendent with you, ubb It according to directions,
Is Directly Traceable to Im the great vegetable
will revitalize your blood and give
results your
they were riding plunged from
the
with
satisfied
not
iu
if
and
líi li
Of
the
boun(are8
(ne
JJIood.
purities in the
thflt
you new strength and a healthy,
bridge Into eight feet of water.
a report Issued from the war office at i now rpnulilic had not jet Deen ae- - money will be promptly refunded. Price
You should pay particular heed vigorous vitality. Everyone needs
fioe and 11.20 per bottle. The Milks Emul
Tokio.
Sheriff C. K. Wyman of Beaverhead
fined
sion Co., Terre Haute, Ind. Bold by arug- to any indication that your blood it Just now to keep the system in
county, Montana, was shot and killed
Negotiations with the Reformed
aupply is becoming: sluggish, or perfect condition. Go to your drug
The new republic, the dispatches glsts everywhere. Adv.
on the main street of Monida by an church at WIerlngen for the purchase add. would probably be contracted,
and
that there is a lessening: in its store and get a bottle
auBenjamin
Deny self for self s sake.
alleged horse thief for whom the
of a local presbytery "as a permanent owing to the belief that the smaller
trong and vital force.
if you need any medical advice, you
By keeping: your blood purified, can obtain it without cost by writ
thorities at Idaho Falls, Idaho, had residence for the former crown prince the country the more easily it coum Franklin.
TpmiPRted
your system more easily wards off ing to Medical Director, Swift Spethe Montana sheriff to of Germany" have been begun by the protect Itself and the fear that If too
disease that is ever present, waiti- cific Co, 112 Swift Laboratory, AtImoortantto Mothers
Dutch government, according to the many Turks were left within Armenia,
search.
ng: to attack wherever there is an lanta, Ga.
every
of
carefully
bottle
Examine
TeleWIerlngen
correspondent
of
the
government.
overseas
Calvin Souls, 20, an
they might overthrow the
C A STOMA, that famous old remedy
shot Naomi Souls, his divorced graaf.
HORSES COUCHING? USE
for infants and children, and see that it
wife, at a schoolhouse near Chlcknslia
San Remo. The Supreme Council
An African Hon which "escaped from
Bears
the
Okla., where she was teaching, and Its cage at the menagerie at Chux de 'has decided to ask President Wilson
then shot himself. Several school Fonds created a panic by running to arbitrate the boundaries of the new Signature of
to break It up and get them back In condition. Twenty-!- ;
Cough
The council In Use for Over 80 Years,
yean' usa ha made "Spohn's" Indispensable in treating complichildren who had Just left the build through the streets of the town. It iwmhlie of Armenia.
and Colds, Influenza and Distemper, with their resulting
eventually Jumped a high wall Into a awarded a mandate for Mesopotamia Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
lng witnessed the shooting.
nose
Aota
lung.
and
throat,
of
tha
diseases
cations, and ail
a
0
marveloualy as a preventive, acta equally well as a curt.
The name of Governor Ben W. 01 courtyard, where It was surrounded and Palestine to Great Britain and
Vauper
hoping.
at
drug
store.
bottle
cent and I1.1S
Patience Is the art of
cott of Oregon was Included among by gendarmes and firemen; then Its mandate for Syria to France.
Goshen,
COMPANI,
Ind.
MEDICAL
SPOHN
In placing Palestine under a British vennrgues.
signatures to a pledge circulated keeper came with a cage and lassooed
mandate the council established witnamong officials and employes at the it
There has been fierce fighting be- in the ancient limits of Holy Land
State Capitol building to buy no new
outer garments other than overalls un tween factions of the southern troops what is called the "National Home for
in the Anhal district, and that city has the Jews." The terms of the mandate
til next November.
rights of. Jewish
protect
The United States Supreme Court changed hands three times in the past rifizpns the national
That Is to
countries.
other
of
looting
Mex
are
The
week.
soldiers
the
New
holds unconstitutional the
British,
American,
of'
Jew
a
say,
more
armory.
than
It Is reported that
ico act of 1919 levying an excise tax
nationality may retain
upon the sale and use of gasoline 1n a thousand persons have been killed. French or other
- .
although he Is also a
sofar as it affects gasoline still in the Hundreds of the Inhabitants of the re his nationality,
citizen of tha state of Palestine,
orleinal containers In which It was gion are fleeing to Amoy.
The rights of Arabs also are pro
,
shipped Into the state.
GENERAL.
tected,
there being 000,000 in Palestine
Blue denims ninde their first appear
After sleeping for .four months, Mrs. and 100.000 Jews.
ance as churchgolng garb nt St. Louis, Charles Erickson, 55 years old, Claren
The mandate is limited generally by
being introduced by the' members of a don, Pa., died In Warren Hospital at
what
is known ns the Balfour declara Methodist church Bible, class eighty Buffalo, N. Y.
tion. British forces liave been In ocfive strong. A local hotel announced
The New York Assembly adopted cupatlon of Palestine since the defeat
that overalls for bellboys' and khaki the Fowler bill, designed to repeal the of the Turkish torces oy me unusu
for maids would hereafter be "regula daylight saving law. The vote was 78 field marshal, Viscount Allenby.
tlon."
to 58. The bill, which has already
France has been the protector of the
son passed the Senate, now goes to the Christians In Syria since the Middle
Sherrill McPherson,
of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Mcl'herson of governor.
Ages, having been designated for the
Osage, AVyb., was born in the drawing
Initial gifts of $250,000 by John D, purpose by the Holy See.
room of the Pullman Deptford in train Rockefeller, Jr., and $200,000 by the
The ouestion with regard to Syria
No. 42 of the Burlington railroad. Laura Spellinun Rockefeller Memorial hna hppn in serious controversy be
which was stalled in a snowdrift for to the Interchurch World Movement tween the French and British governforty-eigh- t
hours thirty miles west of campaign have been announced In ments since the armistice was signed,
Alliance, Neb.
particularly over the point whether
New York.
of what is geoTwo girls were burned to death In
American Red Cross supplies en France shall have all
only
a fire that swept three blocks of route from Marseilles to Constantino graphically outlined ns Syria, or
parts.
certain
Newton,
in
the ple have been destroyed in the burning
frame buildings at
Burkburnett oil field in Texas. Six of the steamer Reye, which caught fire
Government After Ticket Brokers,
oil wells were damaged and a quan- in the harbor at Salonikl. The ship was
Chicago
Warrants were issued for
proptity of oil was also burned. The
a total loss.
leading
theater ticket bro
the
six
of
erty loss will probably be more than
) V
Latest reports nt the office of Gov
J
with defrauding
charging
them
kers
$250,000.
ernor Kilby Indicate that seventy-sigovernment of approximately $100,persons were killed in Alabama by the the
WASHINGTON.
000 in war taxes during the past year,
By unanimous vote the Ilouse tornndo, upwards of 500 injured and Two of the six are women. Three of
passed a bill increasing by $20 a month more than 1,000 farm buildings de the ticket brokers were arraigned bethe war risk Insurance payment of the molished.
fore United States Commissioner MaThree hundred disabled veterans of son and held In bonds of $1,000 each
government to 25,000 disabled soldiers
and sailors now receiving vocational the World war are taking agricultural They were charged with evading pay
rehabilitation. Under the measure, courses at the Mississippi Agricultural ment of the federal tax and with fail
which now goes to the Senate, single College, where they were placed for ure to stamp the name of the broker
men would receive $100 a month and training by the Federal Board for Vo selling the ticket and the purchase
cational Education,
married men ?120.
price on theater tickets.
f
Tt
i
i , .1
r
.in.
t.
After being forced to dig their own
near Aiinnrai tuno a. isrutaiii,
300,000,000 bags
O'Dell Sentenced to Death.
chief of staff for Admiral Henry B. graves, live BoisneviKi, capturea Dy
Wilson, commander of the Atlantic Japanese troops in Siberia, were exdeliberating
Rochester, N. Y. After
fleet, committed suicide by shooting ecuted by a Japanese officer who b
eleven hours and fifty minutes, a
for
himself while on duty with the fleet headed each with his saber, according Supreme Court Jury brought In a ver
to Copt. A. Millard of the Twenty- In Cuban waters.
dict of murder in tne nrst degree
millions of
seventh Infnntry, U. S. A., Just back against James D. O'Dell, indicted, with
In greeting their friends, officers from Vladivostok.
O
tne
dell,
for
his wife, Pearl Beaver
and men of the army may raise their
Thomas W. Lawson and L. C. Van murder of Edward J. Kneipp the night
hats or caps under orders issued at
bag.
roll 50
Muof Jan. 7. Immediately after tne ver
Washington by Secretary Baker. A Riper were fined $1,000 each In
senIn
Boston
was
violation
for
nicipal
O'Dell
Court
dict was announced
regulation of 1913 requiring that the
some inducement,
greetings be by salute only was re- of the state law concerning the ad tenced by Justice Robert Thompson
vertisement of mining stocks. Lawson to die In the week of June 13.
scinded.
and Van Riper, together with several
. Presidential third terms would be curb brokers, were arrested recently
Make Wholesale Arrest
prohibited under a resolution Intro- In the campaign of Attorney General
Falls. Mont. Two hundred
duced by Kepresentatlve Humphrey, J." Weston Allen against Illegal adver
men, Including mem
and ninety-eig.Democrat, Mississippi, proposing a tising of stocks.
County Trades and
Cascade
of
the
limiting
bers
the
amendment
constitutional
The recent outbreak of violent crime Labor Assembly, the Great Northern
term of any person as president to
In London and throughout England Railway Shop Federation and repre
two terms.
Qgajduey
'UaMMlit'
BMuahadV
generally has roused the British police
WbWIiíhbIí'
Hm&
of several crafts of the city
Gold imports from England Jumped authorities to a realization that a blue sentatives
through
marching
while
arrested
were
to nearly $38,000,000 during the first uniform and a funny helmet are Insuf- the streets here carrying banners pro
ten days in' April, according to figures ficient equipment to enable n policehibited by a city ordinance.
made public by the Federal Reserve man to deal effectively with a violent
Banker Remembers Aids.
Board. The great Increase in gold criminal who has learned nil about the
movement from England was shown use of lethal weapons In the war.
Omaha. Neb. The will of the late
by the further statement that for the These authorities are now discussing
H. C. Bostwlck, banker, filed nere,
'
of the year less seriously a proposal to supply the Lonmonths
three
first
left sums ranging from $500 to $5,000
'
To pipe smokers :
than .12,000,000 was sent to this coun- - don, police with revolvers and perhaps to his valet, barber, cook, janitors and
Mix a little "BULL"
with sword hayonets.
try.
other employés.
DURHAM, with
Mrs. Mary Ina Hughes of Lewisburg,
A resolution appropriating $400,000
your
favorite toby
Burglar.
small
Ky.,
children
killed
her
three
de
luxe
Kill
Police
gov
by
participation
federal
the
for
bacco.
It's like sugar
a
butcher
with
throats
slashing
their
ernment In the observance this year
Chicago. Harry James, burglar de
in your
of the 300th anniversary of the land- knife and then took her own life by luxe, was shot to death in a battle with
ing of the Pilgrims at Provincetown the same method. Mrs. Hughes was half a dozen policemen. Twenty bul
and Plymouth, Mass-- has been adopt- 23 years old. A relative said she was lets tore through his body, but he seridespondent over the death last fall of ously wounded two policemen before
ed by the House and sent to the
her husband.
falling the last time. In a saloon he
Indictments charging profiteering In had leased as a "repair shop" the poThe Ilouse bill Increasing pensions
meats have been returned by a fed
lice found stolen property worth $100,-001o Civil war veterans to $50 monthly
many revolvers, wigs, skeleton
I
I
I
and those of the widows of veterans eral grand Jury in Brooklyn against
to $30 monthly has been passed by the Chicago packing houses of Ar- keys, disguises of all sorts. He had
Co., and Wilson
been picked up as a suspect and was
the Senate and now goes to confer mour & Co., Swift &
ence. The Increases were provided to & Co.. and their representatives in being searched In the police station
New York.
when he began firing.
neet the rising costs of living.
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Perfect Health is Yours
If the Blood is Kept Pure
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HE'S THE OLD RELIABLE
"Bull".
GRAND old
sold over

He's the best there
last

year.

You know genuine "Bull" Durham
friends.
never an enemy;
Genuine "Bull" Durham tobacco you
cigarettes from one
can
nowadays.
That's
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Southwest

Why be miserable with a bad back?

You can't bo happy if every bad day
brings lameness: aharp, shooting paini
and a dull, nagging ache. Likely the
cause is weak kidneyi. You may hare
headaches and dizzy apella, too, .with a
weak, tired feeling. Don't delay. Try
Doan'$ Kidney Pillt. They have done
wonders in thousands of such cases.

From

A New Mexico
L- -

say;: "I

yeatern New.paper Union New Service.
Census reports give Tucson, Ariz.,
a population of 20,292, an Increase of
7,0!9, or 53.8 per cent, over the 1910
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V
suffered with
my kidneys and mr
';
back ached. My hands! V
and iteet became awol-lf- e
len, and my kidneys
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acted irregularly.
had dizzy spells when,0
specKs floated before
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Mountains.
Ray Bnrtlett, a young motor truck
driver of Rutou, N. M., was killed near
Taylor Springs in the southern part
of Colfax County when a truck he was
driving turned, over, pinning him un-

FOSTER MILBURlj CO., BUFFALO. N. V.
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Premiers Slice Pieces Off
Turkey, But Do Not Know
What to Do With Them.

Allied

High grada lines of low depreciation.
UNGER-GOF-

1 Fighting a' .Disastrous Hiv
the Cargo Currier iiuijuied
Railroad Labor board With Representatives of the Brotherhoods.
Organizer Of the Congressional Overalls Club.
(

CO.

DENVER

holder who has a pull
doesn't generate much push.
An office

To Hava a Clear 8weet Skin.
Touch pimples, redness, roughness
or Itching, If any, with Cutlcura Ointment, then bathe with Cutlcura Soap
and hot water. Rinse, dry gently and
dust on a little Cutlcura Talcum to
leave a fascinating fragrance on skin.
Everywhere 25c each. Adv.

Forget your enemies, and remember
your friends.

LIFT OFF CORNS!
Drop 'Freezone on a touchy
corn, then lift that corn
off with fingers

Doesn't hurt a bit I Drop a Mttlf
freezone on an aching corn, Instantly
that corn stops hurting, then you lift
it right out. Yes, magic t .No humbug I
A tiny bottle of Freezone costs but
a few cents at any drug store, but Is
sufficient to remove every bard corn,
soft corn, or corn between the toes,
and the calluses, without soreness or
'
irritation.
.
Freezone Is the sensational discovery of a Cincinnati genius. It is
wonderful. Adv.
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Excess is an enemy of success.
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INDIGESTION

DISAGREE

ABOUT

GERMANY

French Don't Like Lloyd George's
n
"Economic Pressure" Ideas
Gets Two Slaps In State
Primaries Senator Johnson
Wins in Nebraska.
Admin-Istratlo-

By EDWARD W. PICKARD

With President Wilson, and consequently the United States, represented
only by an "observer" In the person of
Ambassador Johnson, the allied supreme council in session at San Remo
decided that Turkey should be sliced
up to a considerable extent, and that
Germany must observe the treaty
terms. As general propositions that
sounded all right, but when it came to
the necessary details there was woe
ful vagueness, so far as the correspondents could learn. Take the case
pf Turkey. The treaty with that coun
try was substantially completed and
the Turkish representatives notified
to be In Paris on May 10 to accept it.
The "big three" decided that seven
big pieces should be severed from the
sultan's empire Armenia, Mesopota
mia, Cllicla, Syria, Palestine, Georgia
and Azerbeidjan
but the future of
these territories is left for the future
to determine". No one of the nations
of Europe so far has signified a willingness to accept a mandate for any
part of Asia Minor, though several of
them are determined to cling to ports
and zones of Influence. The League of
Nations declined to take charge of Armenia because It has neither the
money nor the means of action. The
United States, on which the Armenians
relied and which they still hope wll.
come to their rescue, can do nothing at
present. When Great Britain, France
and Italy are able to act as a unit, or
when the league of nations is able to
function, the destiny of the small na
tions, freed from the Turk may be settled. Meanwhile Turkey Is merely re
quired to relinquish sovereignty over
them, as was the case with Austria
and the regions along the Adriatic.
The supreme council, It is said, will
ask Sweden and Norway to help the
Armenians to establish a free state,
and from Amsterdam comes the news
that the Dutch" would be willing to
take over that Job. If necessary, Can
ada Is willing to accept the mandate,
Lord Curzon says.
Politely disregarding President Wil
son's protest, the allied premiers have
decided that the sultan shall be per
to
mitted
retain Constantinople,
though the Dardanelles are to be In
ternationalized nnd other precautions
will be taken to render him harmless
there. His territory will not extend
far Into Europe, for Adrianople and
e
are given to Greece, as Is
Galllpoll though It will be controlled
by allied forces.
The only outlet to
the Aegean for Bulgaria will be
which will be governed by
'
an International commission.
0
In
Turkey
now
some
are
There
allied troops and Greece Is In a
position to send heavy reinforcements,
go It Is believed the Turks will do
whatever the allies require.
KIrk-Kllls-

Comfort Baby's Skin
With Cuticura Soap
And Fragrant Talcum
Soap 25c, Oiatmot 25 ana SOe, Talcum
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In the matter of enforcing the treaty with Germany the discord among
the allied premiers Is especially
marked. They all agree that the Germans must observe the terms of the
pact, and have so notified Berlin. But
what steps shall be taken In case the
Germans are disobedient? There's the
rub. Lloyd George insists that economic pressure, in the form of cutting
otf supplies of food and materials, will
be sufficient, and In this he has had
the support of Nlttl. Mlllerand, on the
other hand, asserts that military action, such as the French took recently
In the matter of the Ruhr region, Is
the proper method and Indeed the only
method that will make the Germans

2 Conference of New
D. Upshaw Of Georgia,

VV.
.;

d
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n
There was an increase of a
pounds of copper at the Copper Queen smelter nt Douglas, Ariz.,
during the 'month of March over the
February output.
- "Sheriff James ' F. McDonald of
Tombstone, Ariz., has offered a re
ward of $250 for Information leodlng
to the apprehension of the murderers
of G. J. Petersou In the Huachuca
half-mllllo-

'

Backed by the political, press
and public opinions of France, be
says Germany must be compelled to
carry out her pledges to the limit, and
he does not believe she will do this unless she knows the penalty for evasion will be the military occupation of
more German territory.
At this distance one is Inclined to
sympathize with the French view.
Since It Is perfectly easy for Germany
to get food from the neighboring neutral countries with the enthusiastic cooperation of their merchants, and raw
materials from the same' and other
sources, Lloyd George's pressure probably would be farcical In, a measure.
The Germans have not carried out the
terms of disarmament, and now they
are formally asking that they be permitted to retain an army of 200,000
with the entire general staff and corps
of officers. They assert that this f,oree
Is necessary to maintain' order In the
interior, and that, anyway, the army
will not accept an order for Its dissolution. The French, like many others,
probably look with skepticism on the
frequently recurring "revolutions" In
Germany, and certainly they feel that
the Germans are not to be trusted for
a minute. The British view of the
treaty of Versailles differs radically
from that of the French, and If the
Lloyd George government has Its way
that pact will before long be greatly
modified In favor of the beaten foe.
France Is neither so forgiving nor so
eager for trade that she wishes to restore Germany speedily to her old commercial status.
'
Despite existing differences and the
hopes of Berlin, it is probable the allied premiers will come to an amicable
understanding before long. ' Indeed
that result may have been reached before this review reaches the reader. It
Is Impossible to guess what will be
the influence of President Wilson's
views in the settlement of the pendbehave.

derneath.
n
The complete record of every
who served In the World war
take notice, followed up his Michigan
victory by capturing Nebraska.
Gen will "be received from Washington
eral Wood ran second for the state's shortly by Adjutant General Walter
preference and General Pershing was S. Ingalls, according to an announcea rather poor third. It is said the ment at his office In Phoenix.
Germans, who In the past have always
Whether the state can be made liasupported Jlltchcock, went Into the ble for personal Injuries on any pubRepublican primaries almost solidly lic works is the interesting point now
for Johnson, and that he also was glv before the Supreme Court of Arizona
en the Irish vote.
with the submission of the case of
'
the state as appellant against Claud
Sharpe.
The Democratic national executive
committee, In session In Chicago, se
Drilling has been resumed on the
lected Homer S. Cummlngs, chairman Bueyeros well, eighteen miles north
of the national committee, as tempoof Mosquero, N. M., the drill striking
rary chairman and keynote sounder of oil shale at a depth of 1,340 feet. The
the San Francisco convention. He was drilling will be continued both night
the choice of the administration and and day until the desired depth Is
was chosen unanimously.
E. G. Hoff
reached.
man of Indiana, national vice chair- What Is believed to be the highest
mah, will call the convention to or- price ever paid for Salt River Valley
der, and, of course, old Colonel Martin
Irrigated lands was recorded In the
will be sergeant-at-armas usual. sale of a
ranch belonging to
The Republican national committee
Lyman Armstrong, two miles south of
will not name the temporary officers
Chandler, Ariz., to J. II. Stnlcup of
of the Chicago convention until next Tennessee for $10,000, or $1,000 por
month, but already there Is a strong
acre.
movement to make former Senator
To stock the waters above Elephant
Albert J. Beverldge temporary chairDam In New Mexico with
Butte
man and keynoter. It Is believed
black bass procured from the
Lodge and Borah would with
government, nnd their protection for
In
draw
favor of the Indiana man.
a period of two years so that at the
fishing will be proThe new national board of railway end of that time
Is the plan of the Southwestern
vided,
labor, at Its first 'session adopted a
Bass Association of El Paso.
ririe of procedure that put the finish
A Jury In the District Court at
ing touches to the "outlaw" strike of
t'"
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Ask your neighbor!

Mrs. Samuel H. Rob-- n,
Portales, N. M.,
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Vfiy That Backache?

:

"Sometimes it is in my arm." Merciful
Heaven, how my back hurts in the morn
ing!"
It'a all
due to an ove-

rabundance of

that poison

called urio acid.
The kidneys are
not able to get;
Such'
rid of
conditions you
can readily overcome, and pro- long life by taking the advice of
Dr.Pierce, which
is "keep the kid
neys in good
order." "Avoid too much meat, alcohol
or tea. Drink plenty of pure water
preferably hot water, before meals, and
drive the urio acid out of the system by
taking Anuric." This can be obtained at
almost any drug store.

it

Send a bottle of water to tne chemist
at Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo,
N. Y., and you will receive free medical
advice as to whether the kidneys are
affected. When your kidneys get sluggish and clog, you suffer from backache,
dizzy spells, or twinges
and pains of lumbago, rheumatism or
gout; or sleep ia disturbed two or three
times a night, take heed, before too late.
for it will
Get Anuric
put new life into your kidneys and your
entire system. Ask your nearest druggist for it or send Dr. Fierce ten cents
for trial package.
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Sen-ato- rs

switchmen and that will serve to discourage similar demonstrations In the
future.. In effect, this rule Is that the
board will not consider complaints
from any persons who at the time are
Impeding transportation. At once the
bottom fell out of the strike, which
was on the point of 'collapsing, any
how. During the week" the leaders of
the switchmen tried to have the strike
called off, but the men accused them
of selling them out. Many of the lat
ter quietly sought their old places.
ing problems.
The others must now obtain
as new hands, having for
The proclamation of an Independent feited their seniority rights. Traffic
republic In Siberia east of Lake Bai- conditions In Chicago, New York and
kal may serve to simplify conditions
other centers were improved, but not
there, and It Is believed it will be rec- yet entirely restored. Along the Jerognized by the soviet government at sey City water front 700 freight hanMoscow In that case there would be dlers who had been on strike returned
left little excuse for further occupato work, their demand for $5 a day
tion of Siberian territory by the Jap'
having been granted.
anese or any other foreign nation.
A serious fight took place at Butte,
Mont, between striking I. W. W. miners
and a sheriff's posse, In which
Since President Wilson has made
the peace treaty a main issue of the one man was killed and 14 wounded.
campaign, It must be admitted that he Governor Stewart was so alarmed bj(
this and resulting disturbances that he
suffered two rather severe
General Liggett, commanding
In the state primaries of last week. asked
the western department, for federal
In Nebraska, William Jennings Brytroops. A detachment of the Twenty-firan, advocate of reservations, 'was
Infantry was sent from Fort
elected a delegate to the convention In
Wright, Wash.
San Francisco, despite the utmost endeavors of Senator Hitchcock and the
About a dozen of the states of Mexadministration forces to keep him at
home. The prohibition question en- ico are now declared to have joined In
tered largely Into the fight, for Bryan the revolt against Carranza which
had declared his Intention of putting started with the, secession of Sonora.
The bewhiskered president Is not Idle,
plank In the Democratic
a bone-drplatform and of routing the faction, however, and his forces under General Pina were reported to be massled by Governor Edwards, which faing for an attack on the Sonora troops
vors the modification of the prohibiThere
tion legislation so that the use of mild- on the Chihuahua boundary.
ly alcoholic drinks may be restored. has been fighting close to Mexico City.
Hitchcock had openly sided with the At the close of the week" there were
Edwards vlfew. The Peerless One does hopea- - that an agreement would be
not Intend that his party shall side reached by the Sonora officials and a
step the matter. The result In Nebras- peace mission that was on
ka was affected by the action of vast from the capital, but the revolt has
numbers of women who, though" not spread over so much territory that it
formerly active members of the Dem- seems likely only the retirement of
ocratic party, registered as Democrats Carranza will put an end to hostilso as to vote for Bryan and dryness. ities. The government at, Washington
Senator Hitchcock was given the Is watching developments closely but
state's preferential vote for the presi- has given no indication that it woulcj
take sides in the quarrel.
dency, whatever that may be worth.
The other blow td the administration
forces was delivered by the Democrats
The overall craze that Is sweeping
of Georgia, where support of the pres- over the United States, though It can
ident and his peace treaty policy was have little direct economic value,' Is an
the .main Issue. .To be sure Attorney Interesting expression of popular anGeneral Palmer, leading the Wilson ger against the clothing profiteers. In
contingent and standing for uncondiIsolated cases It already has caused
tional acceptance of the treaty, was some reduction of prices, but In genvictorious; ,but Senator Hoke Smith, eral It must be regarded as a worthy
supporter of ratification with reserva- demonstration that Is likely to be
tions, and Tom Watson, opponent of taken up by faddists and distorted out
the treaty and league covenant, to- of all reason.
gether received a vote nearly twice
We are still waiting to be told, authat given Palmer. Watson led Palm- thentically, how the cost of living can
er In the popular vote by several thou- be lowered.- The experts have been
sand. It seems the treaty as It stands saying that Increased production Is
Is not really popular In Georgia, and the solution of the matter, hut when
tlje same Is true In'othér parts of the one reads that American production
Is now on a basis of 40 per cent above
south.
domestic needs, and then looks at the
Senator Hlrum Johnson, whose
prices demanded for.all-th- e
necescampaign is mnklng the sities of life, one doesn't know what
"
...
other Republican aspirants sit up and to think.
set-bac-

st

y
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Colfax County, New Mexico,
returned a verdict of not guilty In the
case ot J. H. Townrow, charged with
the murder of his wife In 1914. Judge
David B. Leahy of Las Vegas sat nt
the trial. This was the second time
Townrow was tried on the charge.
Las Cruces was the first town in
New Mexico this year to reject a proposal for the Issuance of bonds for
school buildings. The Department of
Education received word that the proposed $125,000 bond Issue for a new
high school had been decisively defeated at a recent election.
That' the coming forest fire season
will be a bad one, according to present Indications, is the opinion of officials of the U. S. Forest Service,
and steps have been taken to circulate millions of fire warnings throughout the Southwest, so as to reach
every Inhabitant of Arizona and New
Mexico.
Ernest C. Best, who lived three
miles north of Dexter, N. M., met
death while working In the pit of an
artesian well on his farm. He had
gone Into the pit and removed the
cap off from the well preparatory to
when he
making some connections
was overcome by a sudden rush of
water and gas, and before he could
be extricated was drowned.
According to plans now under way
Grant County, New Mexico, will have
a three doys' fair and festival this
fall, probably the lust week in Sep
A
tember or the first of October.
large exhibit of the agriculture and
livestock products of the county will
be shown and cash prizes and blue
ribbons will be awarded to the winners in the various exhibits.
Miss Simona Badllla attempted- - to
shoot C. Ortega and Mrs. Ortega, a
bride of a few months, at the depot
at Nogales, Arjz. Police sold one bullet fired In the direction of Mrs. Ortega struck Maria Badllla. a sister of
the girl under arrest. Another bullet
was said to have grazed the side of
Ortega when he attempted to wrest
a pistol from Miss Badllla.
Bids will be opened May 6th by the
State Highway Department for the
construction of Federal Aid Project
No. 14 In Santa Fé county.
It Involves a fraction over eight miles
from Tesuque to Pojuaque on the
road. The plan calls
Santa
for bridges, culverts and grading. The
two main bridges are over the Nambe
and Pojuaque creeks. The estimated
cost Is around $40,000.
A Juvenile band, consisting of boys
from the ages of 12 to 15, has been
organized at Clovls, N. M., under the
direction of A. W. Johnson, and as soon
as the instruments arrive practicing
will begin in earnest. Several mem
bers of the Johnson band are assist
ing In the organization work.
Phelps-Dodg- e
Corporation's smelter
at Douglas, Ariz. produced 7,931,009
pounds of blister copper In March, as
follows: 5,355,000 pounds from Copper Queen, 1,780,000 pounds from Moc
tezuma Copper Company, and 790,000
Twunds from custom ore.
s
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Prayed for Cure
Finds it After 10 Years
Food Would Sour and Boil
Teeth Like Chalk
Mr. Herbert M. Gessner writes from his
.
home in Berlin, N. H.:
I had stomach trouble over ten years;
kept getting worse. I tried everything for
relief but it came back worse than ever.
Lest fall I got áwfully bad; eould only eat
light loaf bread and tea. In January I got
so bad that what I would eat would sour
and boil; my teeth would be like chalk.
I suffered terribly.. I preyed every day for
something to cure me. One day I read
about EATON IC and told my wife to get
me a box at the drug store as I was going
of it
to work at 4 p. m. I took one-thir- d
and began to feel relief; when it was
three-fourth- s
gone, I felt fine and when it
was used up I had no pains. Wife got me
another box but I have felt the pain but
twice. I used five tablets out of the new
box and I have no more stomach trouble;
Now I write to tell you how thankful I
am that I heard of EATONIC. I feel like
a new man; I eat what I like, drink plenty
of water, and it never hurts me at all.

TOO
Death only a matter of short time.
Don't wait until pains and aches
become incurable diseases. Avoid
painful consequences by taking

COLDMEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
th
liver, bladder and uric add trouble
National Remedy of Holland tine 1696.
Guaranteed. Three sizes, all drargUta.
fes
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PAKISH-AMCRICA-

Stop! Mead! Come!
The Mills Home Talent
will present- -

A

IT

OUR BAKER HAS ARRIVED AND WE UILL BEGIN
TO SUPPLY THE LOCAL TRADE ON

"A KENTUCKY BELLE"
'
A Comedy in Three Acts

Friday Ápol;3Qíí

ROYTHEATRE ROY, N.M.

We will try to piease'yoa and ask you to cooperate with' us in trying to do so by telling - us your
needs and when you are not pleased.
We have most any drink you? want at our Soda Fountain! We have the largestis$ck of Candy ; in
Fancy box chocolaterMason's, Vassar and Nobility in the prettiest
town, Mason's and Loose-Wilyou
not
all, they are not all' box they contain fine chocolate,
saw
and that's
ever
boxes
.
WEFOSTIVELT WILL NOT CARttif AiCCDHJNTS CASH ONLK

FRIDAY EVENING APRIL 30th.
Cast of Characters

es

"A maiden Lady with aristocratic tendencies'
Ethel M. Harper

Miss Mariah Douglas

Isabel Douglas 'Neice of Miss Douglas with democratic tendencies
Alice Jackson

IDEAL BAKESY AMD

Mane Van Harlenger

"Friend of Isabel's,"
Vivian Dunn
Col. Wm McMillen "Suitor to Isabel"
John R. Hepburn
Dr. Blake "A middle aged practitioner"
Ernest H. Cochrane
'
Miss Madden
"A trained nurse."
Wava Hollopeter
JohrCason Gordon ''Alias 'Jack Cason,' A wealthy student of

Sociology'

'

"KREAD IS YOUR BEST FOOD. EfflKOZtE OF IT:"

;

:

V
I:-

W. Clyde Hooper

Mrs. Gordon "Mother of John Cason Gordon" Mrs. Clyde Hooper
Miss Gordon "Sister of John Cason Gordon" Mrs. Howard Dikeman
I

Four Telephone Linemen

D. D. Hollopeter
Roy Cunningham

'
I

Cindy

""A negroe maid."
Henry '"Jtfegroe boy, engaged to Cindy."

D. J. Hollopeter Having leased my place I will
Mrs. Ira Thetford Abbott, 9 mi. N. of Mills, 19 mi.
John E. Brockmaa of Kov on

YOUNG MEN and GIRLS of the VILLAGE

Admission Adults 50c Children 35c
Music by Mills Orchestra

si
We are now Ready!
For Blacksmithing
and Wagon Work.
That Storage Battery?
When did you have it Tested last? It is very
likelylto Freeze now and discharged Batteries
freeze easily.

The ANDERSON GARAGE and Machine Works
is Now prepared to give you the service that your
Watch your Battery!
Batteries demand,

Anderson Garage &
Machine Works

n

LISTEN!
v

ay 4th to May 8th

Coming

f

t

The Santa Fe Trail Carnival Company
5 days of Merriment at Roy, N. M.

Tuesday May 4th to May 8th.

4 HEAD OF HORSES)
Span of horses 7 & 9 yrs., Bay mare
9 yrs. saddle or buggy, sorrel mare 2
yrs wt 1100.
19 HEAD OF CATTLE
Guernsey milk cow, Guernsey & Durham cow and calf, red Durham cow
4 yrs, 1Q
heifers mostly Durham, 5 yearling steers, 1 W. F. bull 1
yr
FARM MACHINERY.
P & O lister, Emerson 2 row go devil,
J. D. riding cultivator 6 shovel &
sweeps 4 shovel walking cultivator,
McC mower 5 ft, hay' rake, 60 tooth
harrow, Van Brunt wheat drill, 16
hole, 10 hole wheat drill, 14 in walking
plow feed grinder, low wheel wagon
with rack, wagon, buggy, set leather
harness, 2 sets chain harness, 10 col
lars, stock saddle 10 bbl water tank,
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
Oak writing desk, bookcase, dining
table, kitchen table, three comm.oilttB,
dresser, bedstead & springs, s$)fa
card table, Morris chair, 2 rocking:
chairs, 6 kitchen chairs, rug, 2 8) day
oil. stav
clocks, heating 'Stove,
2 ovens, sewing machine, washing, machine. & wringer, dishes and, kitchen
utensils etc.
50 bu rye, 3000 bu hog miljst, 20 bu
cane seed, 5 bu yellow dent, seed corn,
200 bu ear corn, stack ka(Tw ers
5 brood sows bred, Duroc. ersey boar
3 dozen White Wyandotte chickens.
TERMS
month3 tfow without interest on sums, over $10.00 if paid
when due; if tiot paid when due to
draw 12 per cent interest from dato
until paid, 10 pw cent discount for
cash on sums o,ve.r $10.00. Sums un
der $10,1)0 cash. No property to be
moved until settled for.

WINONA FMM WAUONS,
Pumps,
Ptoipingng Fíngines. Beep-Wel- l

Wñd-Mil-

Self-Oilin- g

Vicarioui Courtship
Uhdbr the social Ideals off. China
evwy nmu Is anxious to mfttmy, but
rm man Is permitted to see
a
The contract of marriage
ta always made by a tlilrd party, n(l
often H man finds himself bor.nd to an
Imbecile, Insane or clironleafly diseased wife, whose father lias pold the
nihrringe broker a high prlo to get

h,

Well- -

Stoek-Tatak- s.

Casings, AutQ Oils,.

...

Col GEO, E. COCHRANE,
Mills, N. M., Auctioneer.
EUCUParkeB, Clerk.
Lunch at neon. Bring your on awn- -

We wish to announce to the public
tha,t the Mora Abstract Company has
secured the services at Mr, w. n.
an experienced abstractor
Copien,
formerly connected with the Tucumoa-r- i
Abstract Company, of Tucumcari,
New Mexico, and now an associawü
in the Mora Abstract Com
pany- ;
.
Mr. Copien comes to us nigniy rec
ommended, and has been in the

ride
business for a number of years.
Come and enjoy yourself, bring the children and give them a
Mr. Coplen'a services, we
securing
In
fun for the old as well as the young.
on our
consider ourselves better equipped to
Merry-go-roun-

rim

I

L. H. Brock

LOOK!

STOP!

N--

Baum Bro's Roy, N.M.

lu-- r

a liiishiind.

'

IMC

me
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Oliver ChiGsd Plow Co's Implements
ThursMay6, 20 also the Eirrrsdn Brantingbam line.
Sale to commence at
o'clock A. M,
Great Western Cream Seperators
shary, the following property:

Proceeds for benefit of Mills Base Ball Association

1

STOVES and RAFTGES

offer

10

Time of Representation 2 hours

Turtain Rises 8;15

Public Sale

V. E. Bixby

I

Remove Ink Stalm.
Ink stains fom white
remove
is.
cotton, wet tNf spot and ruwltb any,
laundry soap, then soK In a
solutiun ol sulphur naptboi? & one
day. If Infc has not all disappeared,
oat ww NH. ud the- - in will
disappear as If by magic, MilUWf can
bk wnnwd hi the same

d,

It's Easy to Take Care of an Avery
Anyone who owns an automob'e or an ordinary Tractor knows

that one of thetaaost difficult

expensive troubles is taking up, the wear on the craakshaft bearings.
Avery Tractors have a new exclusive feature t&at solves, aJl crankshafts bearing adjusentc
rouble. There are only two., main bearings on aa, Avery Tuactoir crankshaft sad they are adjustable ...
from the outside. All youaave todo to adjust.the beann&s, w- merely tak an ordinary socket
and the job is completed. Hp, tinae lost. No, expense for an exaert,
wrench, turn two
No tearing down the Tractor to tighten the saain beartegs. This is a pate ted Avery featup&and tas
:

set-scre,-

r

found only on Avery Tractors.

-

.

,

,

:t

Avery Tractors Have Many Exclusive Features

give the public tne Dest 01 service.
''Direct-Drive- "
Transmission.
of
patronage
Averv' ara the Tractors with the "Draft Horse" Motor and th
osnpHallv
the
invite
ond
fif
Mr. Copien will assume his duties with
w wi v wvt
C ii Vv n
v
Mora Abstract Company within They are equiped with patented renewable inner cylinder walls, removeable heads, gasiftera that
the
courtesy
the next three weeks.
Ladies and Children who will be treated with the best of
turn kerosene ordistillate into gas and burn U all, adjustable main bearings, and many other exolu- Thanking all lor past patronage. sive features. Uome in ana learn an aooui me wonatírtui Avecy wne ot iractorsk six sizes, s-so
'
and hoping to be of service to you in 40-8- 0
alike with the same standardised design;
all
T.,
H.
built
REMEMBER THE DATE
the future, we are
Very truly yours,
w

"

Santa Fe Tfail Shows
Roy,N. M.
Tuesday May 4th to May 8th.
H.F.Thornton

and

C.E.Hartley

Dealers and Shippers of

Perdieron and French Draft Horses
Mammoth Jacks, Rpan Durham, Short
Horn and Hereford Cattle
Poland China Hogs

Shropshire Sheep

Clayton, New Mexico

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
By Philip N. Sahchea.

C'i'm"'''''

Uncultivated Philippine Land,
Surveys of the Philippine Islands
have shown that of the total of 1.20,
000 square miles, the cultivated area
Is only 14,000 square miles, the remainder emtaat'lng 61,000 square miles of
commercial forests, 11,000 of
forests, 14,000 of unexplored
and small Islands, and various areas
The culpromising mineral products.
tivated lands include 2,180,000 acres
of rTcc, i,23a,(XX) of ami en or Manila
hemp, 880,000 of coconuts, 440,00 of
sugar cane, 145,000 of tobacco, 18,000
of mahogany, 20,000 of cacao, and 2,000
of coffee.
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Scientists are trying to squelch a
new epidemic, discovered in Japan
and called the "tHUtsugnmushl."
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Kill the Name.
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